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ABSTRACT

GAMAN AS A PRESCHOOLER'S METHOD OF COPING DURING HOSPITALIZATION

Noriko Katada

The purpose of this study was to describe the gaman phenomena for

hospitalized preschoolers in Japan. Gaman is a common word used in

Japanese to describe a person's state when an effort is made to maintain

personal integrity and social harmony. The Western concept of coping

as explored by Lazarus and Folkman was used as the theoretical

framework. The conceptual construct of gaman was constructed from the

awareness component which includes cognitive appraisal and the

performance component which includes behavioral responses of children

to the situational demand.

A descriptive, non-experimental design was used in this

exploratory study. Behavioral observation of 29 hospitalized

preschoolers, aged 3 to 5, was conducted in two inpatient units of a

children's hospital located in Kanagawa Prefecture, Japan. Observation

was scheduled at the following four points: 1) around admission,

2) during the preoperative and postoperative period, 3) during the

morning routine, and 4) during visiting hours.

Observed behaviors were categorized into nine identifiable

behavioral patterns related to gaman: 1) strong gaman, 2) moderate

gaman, 3) strong gaman with struggle of amae, 4) moderate gaman with

struggle of amae, 5) overwhelming gaman, 6) out of control, 7) latent

gaman, 8) wagamama, and 9) not appropriate. The findings were analyzed

–
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and frequency counted. The results of these categories of behavior

indicated that 1) manifestation of gaman behavior has patterns that

could be determined by the self-control ability of the child, by the

child's evaluation of the environment, and by the intensity of demand

in a situation; 2) gaman manifestation is not directly related to

incidents occuring immediately before such a manifestation and has a

rather complex, accumulated effect based upon the children's

interpretation of the situation; 3) there were no differences in gaman

patterns by age, sex, birth order, preparation for hospitalization, or

past experience in the nursery; and 4) the ability to do gaman developed

with ego organization. In conclusion, gaman involves emotional

commitment as well as active coping strategies. The results of this

study can be generalized to Japanese preschoolers hospitalized in

conditions similar to this study.

Date Bonnie Holaday, D. N. S., Chair
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Statement of the Problem

This investigation is concerned with the preschoolers' use of

gaman during a short hospital stay. Gaman is a common word used in

Japanese to describe a person's state when an effort is made to maintain

personal integrity and social harmony. It also is a term that

represents an organized intrapersonal and interpersonal skill. When one

faces an event or situation where there is an incongruence between what

is expected by others (perceived external demand) and what the

individual wants (internal need and/or wish), an effort is made to meet

the external social demand despite the internal need or wish. In

English, gaman is translated as: patience, perseverance, forbearance,

self-control, or endurance. The verb form, gamansuru, includes a range

of phenomena and is translated as: to bear, to endure, to forbear, to

put up with, to tolerate, to control oneself, and to control one's

temper. These descriptions represent some aspects of gaman in its parts

but not in full.

In Japanese culture, gaman is a valued social skill to be learned

during childhood and doing gaman is expected to some degree when a

person faces hardships later in life. The ability to use gaman

appropriately may be one of the key factors in surviving in a society

which values the interdependent existence of individuals (Hamaguchi,



1982; Isogai & Fukushima, 1986). Gaman is used according to how the

person perceives the situational demand. Gaman has two components: an

awareness component and a performance component. The awareness

component includes a cognitive appraisal of one's own needs or feelings

and a perception of external demands or expectations on his/her behavior

when confronted with a potentially challenging situation. The

performance component includes affective and motor behaviors in response

to the situational demand.

Adverse effects of hospitalization on young children has been an

area of concern among health care providers in Japan as well as in the

United States. Most studies on hospitalized preschoolers were conducted

within a stress-response framework and addressed (a) the child's

response to stress (Mattson & Weisenberg, 1970; Pidgeon, 1981; Ritchie,

Caty, & Ellerton, 1982; Taylor, 1983), (b) the factors that influence

the child’s response to stress (Brian & Maclay, 1968; Johnson & Baldwin,

1968; 1969; Vernon, Foley, & Shulman, 1967), and (c) the intervention

to alleviate or minimize the potentially stressful condition and its

effectiveness (Melamed & Siegel, 1975; Skiper & Leonard, 1968; Triplett

& Arneson, 1979; Vernon & Bailey, 1974; Wolfer & Visintainer, 1975).

However, these studies did not focus on the process of how the child

itself dealt with the stressful situation.

Hospitalized children are exposed to many daily experiences that

are new and demanding for them. Most of the routine and recurring

hospital activities are carried out without consideration of the child’s

regular routine at home. Adults have the power to control the hospital

activities and conditions. Thus, demands of the external environment

are explicitly and implicitly placed upon the child. Gaman is one of

the strategies which can be used by the child to cope in such a
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situation. When a person becomes ill, the cultural values carry over.

Since gaman is a valued social skill, there may be an unwritten

expectation placed on the child by the nursing staff and parents, as

well as by the child itself to do gaman and/or not to do gaman. When

the child is not able to interpret social demands accurately, or if

social demands exceed the child’s ability to respond, gaman becomes a

stress provoking event. However, if the child is able to do gaman

constructively, the child can successfully cope with difficult

situations. Thus, when parents or health professionals discourage

gaman, they may confuse the child.

Purpose of the Study

The purpose of this investigation was to explore preschoolers' use

of gaman in dealing with hospitalization. The three goals of this

investigation were (a) to describe gaman in behaviors, (b) to clarify

the context of gaman eliciting situations, and (c) to examine the

child's gaman manifestation as it relates to age, sex, and other

demographic characteristics Of the child. The contextual

characteristics included the type of events, presence of others,

physical environment, cognitive preparation of the events, and behavior

patterns of others.

Non-experimental observational methods were chosen for the

research design to explore the gaman phenomenon. The naturalistic

observation was carried out with hospitalized preschoolers between 3 and

5 years of age. Since the precise definition of the phenomena had not

been derived at the beginning of the investigation, input from inductive
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processes allowed the investigation to finalize the definition of the

terms used in the study.

The framework upon which this investigation is based was a

combination of Mahler's theory of object relations and Lazarus' theory

of coping. The age specifications of the study subjects were derived

from the theoretical understanding of the relationship between

development of an object relation and gaman. The object constancy and

the individuation process are developed by the third year of life

(Mahler, Pine, Bergman, 1975; Kajita, 1982). Even though recognition

of others, awareness of others' expectations, and manifestations of

controlling behavior can be observed separately prior to age three, the

development of gaman which requires organization of these functions

continues to develop during the individuation process. Thus, subjects

between 3 and 5 years of age were selected for this study.

Coping theory provided a basic framework for the situation related

to gaman and gave a structural aspect to gaman. Lazarus defined coping

as a continuous effort of the individual to deal with the internal and

external demands placed upon him/her (Lazarus & Folkman, 1984). Coping

involves appraisal and coping phases in dealing with and confronting

stress in a dynamic process. Gaman is also considered to be a process

which requires cognitive appraisal of the situation and consequences,

and subsequent behavioral control to overcome the demands of the

situation.

Significance

The empirical results of this study may provide an initial step

in developing theory based on the phenomenon of gaman in hospitalized
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preschoolers. This study will describe characteristics of gaman

behavior and their relation to theoretically important components of the

investigator's conceptual framework development.

This investigation was based on a conceptual framework which used

both Mahler's object relation and Lazarus' coping theories. Because

gaman is a Japanese word, parts of its meaning are culturally bound.

However, behavioral manifestations of gaman may not only exist cross

culturally but may be relevant to coping in various cultures. Through

the use of object relation and coping theories as an underlying

framework, a foundation for cross-cultural study will be facilitated

by providing common ways to examine the phenomenon and to accentuate the

uniqueness and universality of the phenomenon. This investigation,

through clarification of the phenomenon at the descriptive level, will

facilitate the communication and understanding of gaman across cultures.

Ultimately, this will lead to instrument development for use in future

studies and will contribute to enriching the knowledge base of child

development and coping.

The studies concerning the hospitalized child's psychosocial well

being are many (Vernon, 1969; Thompson, 1985). However, studies which

focus on the preschooler's effort to deal with the hospital experience

are scarce. Emerging interest in the study of coping (Ritchie, Caty,

& Ellerton, 1982; Pidgeon, 1981) suggested a new, rising understanding

of the child as an individual who has power to interact with the

environment and actively participate in situations. This awareness will

direct the nursing care of children toward a more constructive approach

to supporting children. The recognition of the social and developmental

issues that influence the child's responses will also encourage

acceptance of the unique responses made by an individual child. The
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findings of this study may assist in understanding better the behavior

of hospitalized children in similar situations in Japan and throughout

the world.



CHAPTER 2

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE AND DEVELOPMENT OF CONCEPTUAL ORIENTATION

This chapter presents four major sections based on a literature

review of theoretical and empirical data. The first three sections are

organized to reflect the development of the conceptual orientation upon

which this investigation was based. Since the gaman phenomenon used in

this investigation had not been empirically studied, above all in the

clinical arena, a search of relevant literature was conducted to build

conceptual clarity and to find a way to integrate the phenomena with

clinical utility.

The first section presents an introduction to the gaman phenomena.

The second section is a theoretical analysis of the conceptual

orientation of gaman based on Mahler's object relation and Lazarus'

coping theories. This section integrates the developmental and the

functional aspects of gaman utilizing both theories to initiate the

conceptual orientation which guided this investigation. These first two

sections have been validated by four of experts from the fields of

nursing, pediatric mental health, psychoanalytic psychiatry, and

educational psychology who are familiar with the phenomenon in Japan.

The steps of this process gave direction to the literature review.

In the third section, literature dealing with coping and/or self

control in young children is reviewed since gaman represents a

behavioral manifestation of controlling one’s own emotion and behaviors

to overcome or to cope with a situational demand. The literature was

examined first to determine how researchers have treated the development

of control behaviors in young children. Next, the review of literature
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in the area of preschooler's responses in the hospital or in other

health related situations is presented from the coping paradigm, since

the interest of this investigator focused on gaman in hospitalized

children.

General Introduction to the Gaman Phenomenon

Gaman is a concept that describes a phenomenon in which the

individual and the environment interact. It is a Japanese word which

does not have a comparable single word translation in English. The

gaman concept encompasses a collection of meanings that differ from

those of any single word listed in dictionary translations. Gaman

(noun) is often translated as patience, perseverance, forbearance, self

control, or endurance.

The adjective form of gaman, gamanzuyoi, has a generally positive

connotation. It means "to have an ability to do gaman," or "to be able

to withstand hardship and do gaman a lot." It is used to praise and

applaud a person’s ability to do gaman. Isogai and Fukushima (1987)

pointed out that the concept of gaman in Japanese represents both bright

and dark images of hardship and future hope. An example is given to

illustrate this point:
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From "Hisshi de chiryo ni taeru kodomotachi"

by H. Ishida, Kangogaku Zas shi, 45, p. 1042.

Figure 1. Drawing of Hospitalized Child

One hospitalized Japanese school age child drew a picture to

explain her situation (Ishida, 1981). She was diagnosed as having acute

leukemia and was receiving chemotherapy. The girl wrote a script to

explain the drawing: "Mr. Shot, I’m really scared," said the girl.

Listening, the gentle shot said, "please forgive me, but I will

certainly make you well." And they shook hands to symbolize their

promise. In the picture, the shot is saying "gaman, now. . . " This

situation and script represent one type of gaman situation. The girl

knows she does not want a shot and she is scared. At the same time, she

knows she has to get the shot for her own sake. She is aware of her
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ambivalent feelings but she brings herself to shake hands with the shot

in the picture. When a person is in a gaman situation, it usually

involves both postponing gratification of needs at the time, as well as

the feeling of self-gratification for being able to do gaman in response

to subscribed behaviors.

Dimensions of the Gaman Phenomenon

Gaman is experienced subjectively. However, gaman is a learned

behavior and occurs when one faces an event or situation where there is

incongruence between what is expected by others (perceived external

demand) and what the individual wants (internal emotion and/or wish).

The goal of gaman is to maintain both personal integrity and social

harmony. These are maintained by meeting the external social demand

despite the internal emotion or wish.

The ability of the individual to do gaman differs from person to

person as do the situations that produce the need to do gaman.

Situations requiring gaman are fairly common and frequent in the daily

life of the Japanese. Whenever one faces incongruence between external

and internal demands, there is a recognition of the situation and

feelings about the situation which include a desire to reject the

external demand. Behaviors follow, and the individual begins doing

gaman. A person who is experiencing gaman is usually aware of this

incongruence and is actively choosing his behavioral response (Isogai

& Fukushima, 1987). In an individual, gaman is manifested either by the

absence of certain behaviors or the presence of controlled behaviors.

For example, when a smoker is doing gaman to control his habit, he does

not smoke.
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Figure 2 integrates three features involved in the gaman

phenomenon. The horizontal axis indicates the social reality of the

gaman demand; the existence of the gaman demand is on the left, and its

nonexistence is on the right. The vertical axis indicates the perceived

need for gaman by the individual; the presence of a perceived gaman need

is at the top, and the absence of a perceived gaman need is at the

bottom. The shaded inner diamond indicates inability to do gaman; the

four diamond corners are the presence of the ability and the act itself

at the top, and the absence of these at the bottom.

perceived
gaman need (+)

social social

gaman 2 gaman

need (+) * need (–)
no need of gaman

*
perceived

gaman need (–)

Indication of behavioral outcomes and social consequences created by the
combination of the individual's perception of gaman need (vertical axis)
and the social reality demanding gaman (horizontal axis). The shaded
diamond indicates not having the ability to do gaman. The four unshaded
corners indicate possessing the ability to do gaman.

a • Social approval

b. No social approval with self-disapproval or disappointment

C. Social disapproval with self-disapproval or disappointment

d. No social approval but self-approval (gaman not necessary)

e and f. "Wagamama" or social disapproval and self-indifference

Figure 2. Gaman Phenomenon
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Intrapersonal. When one is doing gaman, several processes may be

simultaneously taking place. When gaman is successfully practiced,

there is a resolution of the incongruence between external and internal

demands. The right of the other to impose the external demands is

accepted and the individual’s wish is modified in accord with the

external demands. This reduces some of the emotional tension (see

Figure 2). However, gaman is unsuccessful or strained when the person

behaves in accord with external demands but does not accept them,

thereby still feeling the internal wish. In this situation,

incongruence between external and internal demands persists and

emotional tension is increased. Prolonged gaman in this situation may

result in disturbed physical and emotional patterns of well-being (see

Figure 2).

When internal demands overwhelm the control of external behavior,

the ability to do gaman disintegrates. The individual is aware that

gaman is necessary but cannot do it. Inability to do gaman is

experienced by the individual as a threat of loosing the love of the

mother or recognition from others (see Figure 2). The exact nature of

the threat is dependent on age, personal characteristics, and the

situation.

Interpersonal. When the perceived and external demands are the

same, reduced tension and a smooth social atmosphere result from doing

gaman (see Figure 2). The gaman behavior is recognized as appropriate

and the one who is doing gaman will receive positive feedback such as

approval, praise, and sympathy. In this way, social rewards are given

and subsequent gratification received. The conflict between the

external demand and the internal wish that requires gaman is always real

to the person experiencing it. However, one's perception of the demand
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may not be congruent with the real situation. The real situation may

not actually be producing the external demand that calls for gaman, but

despite this, an individual may choose to "do gaman" in an attempt to

control the situation and to present any perceived threat of loss (see

Figure 2).

Motivation for gaman seems to be related to the perceived threat

of loss and an attempt to prevent that loss. Even when the person

misinterprets the external demand and produces necessary gaman, the

individual's interpersonal tension is still reduced. However, if the

person correctly interprets the external demand but is not able to do

gaman, the individual experiences a threat of loss, and interpersonal

tension results (see Figure 2). When the person behaves contrary to

social demands, the person is seen as "wagamama, " (i.e., selfish and not

controlling his or her behavior (see Figure 2)). This usually causes

social tension and may result in social disapproval (Fukushima, 1987:

Horiuchi, 1987).

Summary

Figure 2 abstracts the intrapersonal and interpersonal

consequences of gaman. Gaman is seen as a social phenomenon that is

influenced by both the individual and his environment. Gaman is

conceptualized as one of the behaviors learned in childhood development

(Isogai & Fukushima, 1987). Cognitive development to process awareness

of one’s own feelings and the situational demand, development of self

control and/or self-regulation ability to comply with the situation are

required in gaman development. The development of a sense of self is

also fundamental for gaman development
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Development of Conceptual Orientation

Object-Relationships and Gaman

Mahler postulated that self-identity is achieved through the

development of object relations and that this takes place during the

first year of life. In order to establish self-identity, one must

achieve a realization of others as existing differently from oneself and

be able to see them objectively. Gaman requires more than the

realization of the existence of others. In order to grasp the

situation, an internalization of values needs to be developed which is

closely related to emotional object-constancy and the development of the

superego (Mahler, Pine, & Bergman, 1975). Therefore, Mahler’s object

relations theory is basic to understanding gaman phenomenon.

Grounded by developments in ego psychology, Mahler focused the

building of her theory of object relations on the development of

identity through separation-individuation to identify the process

involved in identity and ego organization (Blanck & Blanck, 1979;

Mahler, et al., 1975). Mahler proposed that, in early childhood, ego

organization evolves out of the mother-child relationship and that

object relations in this process are centered in identity. Object

relations become the organizing process for a multitude of ego functions

which include mobility, perception, memory and other apparatus

(Rapaport, 1958/1967).

Since gaman is a social phenomenon influenced by both the

individual and the environment surrounding that individual, the

discussion is carried out in three sections. These are (a) the nature
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of self to carry out gaman, (b) the social context in which gaman

exists, and (c) the developmental process of gaman.

The Nature of Self to Carry Out Gaman

In order to become engaged in the process of gaman, several

functions are prerequisite. The person must be able to recognize the

need for gaman. This recognition involves awareness of the situation

involving him/ or herself and the consequences. Furthermore, it

requires the ability to control his/her behavior in spite of emotional

needs. Kajita (1980) postulates that awareness of "others" develops

earlier than awareness of "self" by citing two studies. One is Alport's

study of children's recognition of mirror images of other children and

themselves. Another is Suzuki's naturalistic observational study of

Japanese toddlers (N=12) who were between the ages of 17 and 26 months.

He found that these young children showed interest in an image in a

mirror. These children could not only recognize others but could also

name them at an earlier age than they were able to recognize their own

image. Kajita described the level of self-awareness in infancy as one

of organic perceptual-bodily self, and that by two to three years of

age, the children started to be aware of "tousei taisho to shiteno jiko

(self as an object for control)." He stated that recognition of the

need of gaman starts during this age period (two to three years of age).

Mahler hypothesized that the separation and individuation process

is a normal and universal phenomenon. Through this process the child

comes to identify self. Doi (1971) explained that the Japanese express

"jibun ga aru" or "jibun ga nai" which means "having a self" or "having

no self" respectively. "Jibun" expresses awareness of self as a
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concrete entity more so than the ego or self which are abstract entities

(pp. 12-13). Doi does not explain how the "jibun" develops, but

confirms the presence of self in Japanese psychology.

Even though in Mahler et al. ’s work on the outcome of separation

and individuation (1975), they were assumed to depend upon the society

in which children grow up, the independent self as a physically and

psychologically separate being from others is an underlying value. By

contrast, the Japanese grasp the self as existing among or between

others; this is an interdependent self (Hamaguchi, 1982; Yamanmura,

1986). Acceptance of dependency and recognition of its supportive

existence in interpersonal relationships ("amae") is documented by many,

including Doi (1971; 1974) and Minami (1983). Thus, the orientation of

the self is different from the Western perspective. Gaman exists in the

awareness of self in orientation among or relative to others' presence.

Interdependence does not deny the presence of autonomy, while object

relation theory stresses the separateness that is a part of acquiring

independent functioning as well. Furthermore, maturational development

of ego functions are relatively universal (Kashiwagi, 1983).

The Social Context in which Gaman Exists

Mahler assumed that the particular environment where the child is

born makes a difference in shaping the child into a unique individual

(Mahler, et al., 1975). White and Levine (1986), in describing the

close ties existing in Japanese individuals and in Japanese society,

stated that, "... no conflict exists between goals of self-fulfillment

and goals of social integration. The two goals are bridged by the type

of socialization encouraged in the relationship between mother and
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child" (p. 57). They emphasized the importance of harmony in human

relationships in Japan. At the same time Kashiwagi (1983) pointed out

that the value placed on cooperation among people in Japan is higher

when compared with the United States. Maternal expectations of the

young Japanese child emphasizes obedience to the parents, while in the

United States mothers expect their children to be verbally assertive.

In Japan, to establish harmony and an atmosphere of indulgence,

consideration for others and control of one’s own behavior becomes a

primary social skill. Unwritten rules and norms are in existence to

shape the communal expectations in Japan (Befu, 1986; Kashiwagi, 1983;

Yamamura, 1986).

Developmental Process of Gaman

As the separation and individuation process leads to establishing

object constancy and therefore self-identity, development of object

relations gives a framework for constructing gaman development. Because

of the cultural differences which result in different social goals, the

outcome of the separation process (independent person vs. interdependent

person) and individuation may be different.

Even though the differences in infant childrearing patterns may

influence the pattern of mother-child interactions, during the first few

months (i.e., during Mahler's autistic and symbiotic phases, children

are primarily viscerally-perceptually oriented across cultures).

Development of primary autonomous ego functions, as well as biological

maturation are also considered to be compatible, at least for this

discussion between the United States and Japan. There are reports of

cross-cultural, as well as cross regional developmental differences.

For example, Ueda et al. (1978) adapted the Denver Developmental
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Screening Test to a Japanese population and made adjustments on the

items. They also found regional differences within Japan. However,

basic developmental milestones and processes were not markedly

different. Because of physical development and the continuous need of

symbiotic assurance, the description of the differentiation subphase

does not provoke any controversy.

Traditionally in Japan, the child is considered to be born as an

independent being. Therefore, the goal of childrearing is to help or

discipline the child to become a dependent or an interdependent

individual (Chen & Miyake, 1986; Wagatsuma & Hara, 1975). The goal of

socialization and the nature of the society is described as that of an

interdependent society in present day. This gives rise to the challenge

of considering the concept of separation in Japan. From the Japanese

child's perspective, the phenomenon described in the autistic and

symbiotic phases do occur. The physical separation from the mother by

developing locomotion and intellectual ability (individuation track) in

late subphases also exists as a part of child development in Japan.

Furthermore, the "symbiotic-parasitic need" of the mother or the child

is considered as pathological in Western culture (Mahler et al., 1975)

as well as in Japan (Okonogi, 1980).

The Japanese child is encouraged to be functionally independent

but psychologically interdependent. This probably leads to the

development of close ties within the primary group ("Miuchi") which

sometimes shares a common boundary. Upon entering the practice

subphase, a combination of the child's emotional development, voluntary

movement, and understanding of verbal commands give the child the

ability to comply (Kopp, 1982). This, therefore, represents a beginning

and rudimentary form of gaman. Through progression of separation
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individuation development, the child starts to demonstrate control of

impulses and begins to show the ability to delay gratification (Kopp,

1982; Mahler, et al., 1975). This control of behavior and delay of

gratification still may be in response to the loss of object love, but

the child is starting to internalize parental demands and to manifest

gaman behavior.

During the rapproachment subphase (middle to later second year of

life), the child becomes critically aware of separateness from mother,

which gives rise to the child’s feelings of vulnerability during this

phase. As an important factor, Mahler et al. (1975, p. 79) pointed out

that development of verbal ability reinforced the separateness between

the mother and the child by forcing them to use verbal communication in

place of rudimentary empathetic communication patterns. Here again, the

communication pattern of the Japanese mother and child seems different.

Caudill and Weinstein (1969) observed the communication patterns

between mothers and children from both the United States (N = 23) and

Japan (N = 12). American mothers used more verbal behavior than

Japanese mothers. In contrast, child rearing in Japan does not depend

upon verbal instruction, but rather on the use of behavioral modeling,

cues, and changing the direction of the child's attention without

confronting the problem. The child is expected to understand, making

it unnecessary to verbally confront them (Kashiwagi, 1983; Lewis, 1986;

Shinagawa & Shinagawa, 1985). Even though verbal language skills

develop during the toddler period, the importance to non-verbal

communication skills is preserved.
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Summary

Thus, the structural components of object relations can be

incorporated into the gaman phenomenon. Gaman exists in the environment

where others can share the gaman experience. Adequate and effective

gaman stands with a mutual understanding of involved parties or when

there is assurance of achieving mutual understanding about the gaman

experience with significant others later, if not at present. Without

a trusting relationship (Erickson, 1968) and an appropriate "amae"

relationship (Doi, 1971; 1974), the development of gaman may deviate

(Isogai & Fukushima, 1987).

Coping and Gaman

In the previous section, the gaman phenomenon was analyzed and

compared with object relations to evaluate its developmental aspects as

well as individual and environmental transactions in the social context.

However, object relations alone are not enough to capture the dynamic

nature of the gaman phenomenon. Therefore, to remedy this limitation,

coping constructs that focus on process were chosen as a base for

continuing the discussion.

Gaman is conceptualized as a cognitive and behavioral response to

stress. Its purpose is to maintain personal integrity and/or to create

individual-environmental harmony. It involves a cushioning or mediating

process between stress and the response. For example, when the child

is in pain and wanting to scream, he may not cry out but instead

controls his impulse and does gaman. There are a variety of reasons for

doing gaman: the child may be afraid that somebody might give him a

shot; he may not want to alarm the mother; he may think the parents do
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not want him to cry. Whatever the reasons, the point is that before

doing gaman, there is an appraisal of the situation and its

consequences. The gaman represents the integration of the sequence of

responses with the situation and the individual’s specific nature. This

conceptualization of gaman phenomenon shares components fundamental to

the coping process as described by Lazarus and Folkman (1984).

Definition

Coping is defined by Lazarus and Folkman (1984) as "constantly

changing cognitive and behavioral efforts to manage specific external

and/or internal demands that are appraised as taxing or exceeding the

resources of the person" (p. 141). Murphy and Moriarty (1976) define

coping even more broadly. They expressed their conceptualization of

coping as the child's way of mobilizing and using his resources when

he/she meets with environmental and/or internal stress. Hence, gaman

may be understood as culturally determined coping. Murphy and Moriarty

further explained the development of an individual’s coping style as

an integration of the child’s cumulative life experiences which evolve

and change over time. Even though Lazarus and Folkman did not

explicitly address the developmental aspects of coping, their definition

is broad enough to be extended to children.

Process

Situational evaluation and the choice of gaman as a coping

strategy are compatible with the processes of primary and secondary

appraisal explicated by Lazarus (Lazarus, 1980; Lazarus & Folkman,

1984). Primary appraisal is the evaluation of transaction and its

significance for the individual. Secondary appraisal is the evaluation
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of the course of action for successful transaction. These appraisals

may occur simultaneously, and are an ongoing mental process during the

coping activity. Primary appraisal also involves evaluation of

resources, since appraisal of the situation is relative to how one

perceives both the situation and the resources to handle it.

Primary appraisal of the transaction is further subdivided into

three categories: (a) irrelevant, (b) benign-positive, and/or (c)

stressful. In addition, stressful transactions are thought to represent

in the mind of the patient, (a) harm/loss, (b) threat, and/or (c)

challenge (Lazarus, 1980). Since Lazarus accepts that appraisal can be

either a conscious or an unconscious process, the very young may have

the ability to recognize all three types of situations. However,

because of their limited cognitive and experiential resources, the

appropriateness of appraisal needs to be considered carefully for

children. Any of the appraisals may be perceived as harm/loss, threat,

and challenge and thus may lead to gaman.

Lazarus and Folkman (1984) proposed two forms of coping: problem

focused and emotion-focused. Lazarus’ implicit assumption of coping is

that we create change in a situation perceived as stressful by changing

a problem or changing the perception of the situation cognitively. In

contrast, the gaman involves acceptance of the stress; acceptance of

the stress requires effort, but the effort enables an environment of

harmony to be created. The major effort may be directed to self, but

the problem in the environment may also be solved. Therefore, gaman

provides a multidirectional rather than an unidirectional approach to

coping. Coping, as acceptance rather than creating change, represents

a crucial contrast to Lazarus’ work.
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Outcome

If gaman is carried out effectively, social approval, maintenance

of self-worth and self-integration results. However, even though

interpersonal tensions are decreased, intrapersonal tension will remain.

Hence, gaman requires constant energy, and if adequate support is not

given, gaman causes internal tension to increase. Because coping

efforts do not guarantee the effectiveness and adaptiveness of outcomes,

the concepts or resources and vulnerability become significant for

children.

Resources are features of the child's physiological,

psychological, and socio-cultural heritage that can be mobilized and

used to cope. They evolve and change over time and differ in amount and

quality among individual children (Murphy & Moriarty, 1976).

Vulnerability concerns the adequacy of resources which influence

susceptibility to stress (Murphy & Moriarty, 1976; Rutter, 1983).

Lazarus and Folkman (1984) explain that psychosocial vulnerability is

created from the relationship between commitment and expectation.

Belief and value systems represent some of the factors that influence

vulnerability. Adults need to be careful about their own values or

beliefs concerning gaman so that unnecessary expectations are not placed

upon the children. A balance between encountering demands and the

child's functioning ability determines the child's outcome (Murphy &

Moriarty, 1976).

Summary

Examination of the coping framework and gaman phenomenon

demonstrates that the coping model provides a framework for the study

of gaman. Perceived environmental stimulation arouses feelings in the
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child. The primary appraisal process prompts the evaluation of the

situation surrounding the incident. Integrated cognitive processes

through perception of one's own desire/feeling, perception of

expectations of others, social norms for the incident, and perception

of behaviors which the child should take, lead to appraisal. To do or

not to do gaman is an appraised decision of the child and it leads to

behavioral responses. The boxed arrow path represents the reactive

level of the child's responses to stimuli. It is usually observed in

sudden traumatic situations where the child may not recognize his or

her own appraisal process. A developmental perspective needs to be

taken into account throughout the appraisal and coping process, since

both processes are closely related to the developmental status of the

cognitive process and the organizational ability of behavior. In a

gaman situation, one does not intentionally change the nature of the

stressor. Therefore, it accentuates the need for adequate resources to

support the child in gaman situations.

Summary

The conceptual understanding of gaman was derived from object

relations theory and coping theory. Object relation theory provided a

foundation for the understanding of the development of gaman and its

function to interface the individual and others (see Figure 2). Coping

theory provided the structural properties of the gaman sequence. Gaman

is conceptualized as being constructed of two components: the awareness

component and the performance component. Both the awareness component

and the performance component are based on the child’s adequate

development of ego function to perceive and appraise the situation and
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to control emotion and behaviors. The appraisal of perceived stimuli,

the child's own feeling toward stimuli, and the external demand placed

on the child in the situation makes a difference in the behavioral

responses that follow.

Review of Empirical Literature

Since gaman represents a behavioral manifestation of controlling

one's own emotion so as to overcome or cope with the situational demand,

literature dealing with coping and/or self-control in the young children

was reviewed. The literature was examined first to determine how the

researchers have treated the development of control behaviors in young

children. Secondly, the review of literature in the area of

preschooler's responses in the hospital or in other health related

situations is presented from the point of view of the coping paradigm,

since the interest of the investigator focused on children's gaman in

the hospital environment.

Self-Control and Self-Requlation in Preschoolers

When the child is confronted with a demanding situation and

chooses to do gaman, the ability to control one's own emotion and

behavior is essential. The importance of object relation in the

perception of a sense of self, and an understanding of the surrounding

situation was discussed previously. This section focuses on studies

concerned more with the behavioral manifestation of control ability in

preschoolers. This section is organized into four parts: (a)

developmental view of self-control, (b) the influence of age on the
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self-control ability of the children, (c) the children's own strategies

for controlling behavior, and (d) the external factors that may have an

influence on the children's behavioral control. The studies regarding

development of controlling behaviors in the normal child were found

mostly in experimental psychology and educational psychology and not in

the clinically related literature of nursing and medicine.

Developmental View of Self-Control and Definition

When the concept of self-control and/or self-regulation is used

in research, the operational definition varies. Some of the definitions

of self-control used in the studies are intended to comply with adult

control (McLaughlin, 1983; Schaffer & Crook, 1980), to delay

gratification (Miller & Karniol, 1976; Mischel, Ebbesen, & Zeiss, 1972;

Mischel & Patterson, 1979; Yates & Mischel, 1979; Yates, Lippett, &

Yates, 1981; Vaughn, Kopp, & Krakow, 1984), and to succeed in task

completion (Goodman, 1984; Tinsley & Waters, 1982). Kopp (1982) pointed

out that though differences in definition of control or regulation may

exist, investigators generally "agree that self-regulation demands

awareness of socially approved behaviors" and the child’s ability to

demonstrate appropriate behaviors.

According to Kopp, development of self-regulation progresses

through five phases of control (Kopp, 1982). The first phase

(neurophysiological modulation; from birth to three months) is modulated

by neurological reflexes. The second phase (sensorimotor modulation;

3 to 9+ months) is modulated by responses to environmental stimulation.

The third phase (control; 12 to 18+ months) initiates the awareness of

social demands on the situation and action is taken as a result of the

child’s will. The self-control phase (from approximately 24 months on)
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is the fourth phase which emerges before the self-regulation phase (from

approximately 36 months on). Both phases include the awareness of

social demands and the ability to act accordingly (i.e., to cease

physical acts and/or communication, to comply, and to maintain self

monitoring which has already developed in the previous phases). Even

though the child in the self-control phase can act in response to social

demands without external monitoring, the child does not have flexibility

in its control ability to meet changes in situational demands whereas

the child in the self-regulation phase does.

Therefore, the difference in self-regulation and self-control lies

in developmental capacity or degree and not in kind, and both are

conceptually linked (Kopp, 1982). Kashiwagi (1986) used self-control

and self-regulation synonymously in her theoretical explanation of self

control in children. However, she pointed out that she used the term

self-regulation because self-control strongly connotes the inhibitory

aspect and not the assertive aspect. She stressed the importance of

double-sidedness (i.e., inhibitory and assertive aspects of self

control).

Aqe and Self-Control

One of the desired results of socialization of the child is the

development of sufficient skill to control impulses so that the child

will learn to participate and to coexist in the society (Block & Block,

1980). In Japan, it is of primary importance that preschool children

learn how to do gaman in socially demanding situations (Isogai &

Fukushima, 1987). Acquisition of self-control skills enhances the

child's ability to bridge their own existence and social existence

during toddlerhood (Mahler, Pine, & Bergman, 1975). Erickson (1963,
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1968) postulated that around the second year of life children learn to

use self-control without loosing self-esteem. This enhances the "free

will" to act in an organized manner, a basic step in the socialization

process of children. Thus, development of self-control seems to be a

task of the toddler to preschool age children.

Some authors have been studying compliance of young children, and

the delay of gratification of children aged 15 months to 5 years

(McLaughlin, 1983; Schaffer & Crook, 1980; Vaughn, Kopp, & Krakow, 1984;

Vaughn, Kopp, Krakow, Johnson, & Schwartz, 1986; Yates, Lippett, &

Yates, 1979). Schaffer and Crook (1980) contrasted the compliance of

children at 15 months and 24 months. They conducted studies in the

laboratory to observe 24 child-mother pairs in an interactive situation

after they were instructed to play. Maternal verbal control for

instructing the child's play and corresponding child’s compliance

behaviors were observed. Schaffer and Crook did not find a significant

difference between age groups. However, in their study, they confirmed

the manifestation of compliance behavior in the 15 month old child.

Vaughn, Kopp, and Krakow (1984) also conducted an observational study

to compare the two aspects of self-control ability in young children (N

= 72) aged 18 months (n = 10), 24 months (n = 33, and 30 months (n =

19). The two aspects of self-control they studied were: (a) delay or

inhibiting responses to an attractive reward, and (b) compliance with

maternal directives. They found that there was a significant age factor

(p → .0001) in the delay of gratification and in compliance (p < .01).

Post-hoc test results revealed that contributing differences were

increased markedly between 18 months and 30 months. They also pointed

to the ability of infants who were 18 months to demonstrate self-control

behaviors.
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Thus, even though the ability to control oneself exists in

toddlerhood (beginning with the second year of life), the ability to

control increases markedly in the third year of life as Kopp (1982)

postulated.

Strategies for Self-Control

Age difference also contributes to the development of cognitive

capacity and to the difference in its utilization in the various

experiences each child may face. Use of speech has been reported as one

of the strategies in regulating motor behaviors in task completion

(Goodman, 1981 and 1984; Tinsley & Waters, 1982). On the other hand,

studies of the child’s ability to imagine and to divert attention from

an attractive but forbidden reward using delaying tasks has been

conducted in young toddlers and preschoolers (Mischel & Baker, 1975;

Mischel, Ebbesen, & Zeiss, 1982; Vaughn, Kopp, & Krakow, 1984; Vaughn,

Kopp, Krakow, Johnson, & Schwartz, 1986), as well as in preschool to

school-aged children (Mischel & Mischel, 1983; Yates, Lippett, & Yates,

1981, 1981; Yates & Mischel, 1979). Underlying assumptions are that the

child has the ability to use the cognitive process concretely or

symbolically and subsequently to choose appropriate behaviors to face

the demanding situation. As more advanced abstract thought processes

develop, school-aged children have more effective strategies for

controlling their own behaviors.

Speech. Goodman (1984) examined 38 preschoolers’ (ages 3 1/2 to

5 years) verbal and non-verbal behaviors and categorized them according

to two categories of social speech and six categories of private speech.

Social speech was categorized into task-relevant and task-irrelevant

speech toward the examiner. Private speech was categorized into (a)
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verbalization of plans or thought which are related to task completion,

(b) questions and answers to oneself which are also related to task

completion but whose statements are phrased as a question, (c)

description of activity, (d) word play; singing, humming, or word

repetition, (e) comments to absent or nonhuman others, and (f) emotional

expletives which are an expression of feelings toward the task. The

task assigned to children was to work alone on an age appropriate

jigsaw puzzle (6 to 13 pieces) while the experimenter was out of the

rCOm • Each of the behaviors was computed for each phase of task

completion. Verbalization of plans or thoughts, description, questions,

and task-related social speech accounted for 81% of all speech observed.

The most frequent verbalizations were categorized into private speech

(71%). The puzzle-solving phase was sorted into a beginning, middle,

and end phase. In this study, the results were considered meaningful

by comparing them with the expected frequency which showed the result

greater than + 1.65 standard deviations. In the beginning and middle

phases, trial-and-error successes were accompanied by verbalization of

plans or thoughts, and failures were accompanied by verbalizations of

task-relevant social speech and questions to self. In the end phase,

trial-and-error successes were accompanied by questions to self, and

failures were accompanied by verbalizations of plans or thoughts. The

findings suggested that there are phase-specific speech patterns that

indicate the function of speech in self-regulation during task

completion. Verbalizations are concentrated at the beginning of the

task which are related to failure or difficulties on the task.

In Tinsley and Waters’ work, the role of verbalization was

conceptualized as the ability to control motor behaviors and to mediate

problem solving and memory tasks (1982). Tinsley and Waters presented
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two studies in an article using similar experimental procedures (1982).

ey used a peg hitting task without asking for any verbalization with

the task, and asking the child to verbalize task related word (s) in

both studies and non-task related words in the first study. In the

first study, two year old children (N = 69, from 2 years to 2 years 11

months) were randomly divided into three experimental groups. All three

groups were asked to hit the peg six times without saying anything.

Three groups of children were then asked to verbalize while hitting the

peg. Each of three groups was asked to verbalize differently. One

group of children was asked to speak out task related words

simultaneously with hitting. A second group of children was asked to

speak non-task related words simultaneously. The third group of

children was asked to first speak out the task related word and then

hit. The rate of success in hitting was analyzed with a 2 (condition

of hitting) X 3 (groups) analysis of variance. The main effect on the

groups was found to be significant at F (2,66) = 6. 11, p < .005. Post

hoc test results found that the difference was between the group that

was asked to say "one" first then asked to hit, and the other two groups

that were asked to say a word while hitting. Furthermore, they found

a significant interaction effect on condition and group (F = 13.70, p.

< .0001). The overt instruction condition was significantly more

successful than the silent condition for all groups. They concluded

that both instruction and non-task related verbalization facilitated the

children’s motor behavior.

Tinsley and Waters' second study was carried out with 64 children

between the ages of 2 1/2 to 4 1/2 years of age. Age difference and

task difficulty were examined for this study. The significant findings

were that older children did better than younger children, simple tasks
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had more success than difficult ones even though the rewards were

increased with difficult one, and children’s task performance was

facilitated by accompanying instructions.

These studies suggest the importance of children's verbalization

as a strategy to regulate their task oriented behaviors. In the

preschool-aged children who have limited capacity for abstract thinking,

expressing their thought processes seems to enhance their organization

of perception and behaviors by bringing the mental images into a more

concrete, manageable unit.

Attention. Mischel & Baker (1975); Mischel, Ebbesen, and Zeiss

(1972); Miller & Karniol (1976); Yates, Lippett, and Yates (1981); and

Yates and Mischel (1979), focused their studies on the coping strategies

that children used for delaying a task (i.e., to wait in order to obtain

a reward). They replicated the early study of Mischel, et al. (1972)

to examine a function of attention to facilitate and hinder children's

delay in an experimental setting. Mischel, et al. (1972) used a self

imposed delay situation where children who participated in the study

could choose to wait to obtain a preferred reward or to terminate a

delay session if the child chose an immediate but less preferred reward.

In the first study (N = 50, aged 3 years 6 months to 5 years 6 months),

the experimenter manipulated the distraction strategies. The first

distraction strategy involved providing a toy and encouraging play with

the toy. The second distraction strategy entailed instructing the child

to think about pleasant things during the waiting period. A control

group did not receive any instruction for distraction strategies, but

a reward was exposed during the delay period. Two other control groups

did not have any reward offered to them, but were instructed with a

distraction activity. Children in all groups were told that they should
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wait for the experimenter to return. The group that had a reward for

delay was significantly higher in waiting time (p < .001) and groups

that had been taught distraction were able to wait for a significantly

longer time without touching the reward (p < .001). The difference

between distraction preparation was found to be significant at a p < .05

level. However, when the more stringent Tukey procedure was used to

examine for differences, the result did not reach a significant level.

In Mischel et al. 's second study (N = 32, aged 3 years 9 months

to 5 years 3 months), they examined the effect of cognitive preparation

among three types of preparations. One group was instructed to think

pleasant thoughts (affective positive preparation), one group was

instructed to think sad thoughts (affective negative preparation), and

the last group was asked to think about the reward while they waited for

the experimenter to return. Affective positive preparation was found

to have a longer waiting time than the other groups (F = 5.47, df = 2,

p < .05). Their third study (Mischel, et al., 1972) (N = 16, aged 3

years 5 months to 5 years 6 months) focused on rewards that were hidden

from the child during the delay session. Subjects were prepared in

three different ways. One group was asked to think about the reward,

one received no instruction, and the last group was told to think

pleasant thoughts. Since the two groups that did not receive

instruction and were instructed to think pleasant thoughts did not

differ in mean delay time, their results were combined and compared with

the group that was asked to think about the reward. The group that

was asked to think about the reward while waiting had less of a delay

period than the other two groups (t = 11.93, df = 14, p < .001). From

the results of these three studies, Mischel et al. (1972) concluded that

cognitive preparation for children to remember the reward while they
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were waiting tended to hinder the child's ability to wait for the reward

and cognitive preparation to distract the child’s attention from the

reward facilitated the child’s ability to wait.

Miller and Karniol (1976) criticized the Mischel et al. study on

the basis of the demand situation. The point of their criticism was

that Mischel et al. 's findings were limited to self-imposed demand

situations only and did not apply to the externally-imposed demand

situation. In the case of the child in an externally-imposed demand

situation, the child cannot terminate the delay. They pointed out that

in such a case, the child may use "hallucinatory imagery" to sustain the

delay time. Therefore, they hypothesized that there are differences in

the effectiveness of strategies used in self-imposed delay (SID) and

externally-imposed delay (EID) situations. In Miller and Karniol's

(1979) replication of the Mischel et al. (1972) study, they created both

SID and EID situations in reward present, reward non-present, and no

reward situations. However, their subjects, (N = 111), were school

aged children (mean of 8.4 years). The condition of reward contingency

was different for SID and EID situations. They found that the reward

introduced in SID did increase time estimates of the child during delay

time and decreased in the EID situation (F. [1, 96] = 6.34, p < .025).

When the reward was present during the waiting time, the children in the

SID situation perceived a longer time estimate than those children in

the reward absent group, but the opposite was true for EID situations,

(F [ 1,96) = 4. 11, p < .05). Therefore, their hypotheses were supported

and they concluded that contingent rewards have a different effect on

children in SID situations than on children in EID situations.

Since Miller and Karniol's study (1979) was conducted for school

aged children, Yates and Mischel (1979) and Yates, Lippett, and Yates
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(1981) further replicated the study with a wider age group including

preschoolers. They created a laboratory situation where the children

were presented with a self-imposed delay (SID) and an externally-imposed

delay (EID) as in the previous studies. The stimuli, to facilitate the

delay of children, were the symbolic representation of a "relevant

reward," and the real object which was an "irrelevant reward" with

cognitive preparation to focus on those rewards. The stimuli, to hinder

the delay of children, were a "real relevant reward" and symbolic

representation of an "irrelevant reward" with cognitive preparation.

At the end of the waiting time, the children were asked what they were

thinking about during the delay period. From this series of studies,

they found that preschool-aged children (3.0 to 5.2 years) preferred

real relevant rewards in both delay situations (SID & EID). On the

other hand, the older age group of first to third grade children

systematically choose "irrelevant real stimuli" to help them wait for

rewards (Yates & Mischel, 1979). Their findings did not suggest a

difference in strategies used by children in SID and EID situations.

However, the study results suggested that strategy change occurred at

about 7 years of age to the use of irrelevant reward stimuli to avoid

temptation. The preschoolers seemed to go into the cycle of having

their intention to delay time by watching the real reward, but in so

doing, defeating themselves.

A younger age group was studied by Vaughn, Kopp, and Krakow (1984)

and Vaughn, Kopp, Krakow, Johnson, and Schwartz (1986). They observed

children in delay-imposing situations and analyzed spontaneously

occurring behaviors. Behaviors for getting attention away from

attractive but forbidden rewards had a tendency to associate positively

with delay (longer wait) and behaviors for paying attention to the
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attractive rewards tended to hinder delay (shorter wait) (Vaughn, et

al., 1986). Thus, even young children use spontaneous strategies to

control temptation. Mischel and Ebbeson (1970) stated that they were

surprised to find that very young children could wait for a long

duration by creating a tolerable situation with their imagination and/or

motor activity which diverted their attention away from rewards.

From the above studies, three crucial points were identified for

preschoolers that are relevant to this study. Children have: (1) their

own strategies to control behaviors to delay or to proceed with a task;

(2) immaturity in the effective use of these strategies; and (3)

organized processes in attention strategies to create goal achievement.

In order to sustain gaman behavior during an unpleasant hospital

experience, children may use strategies similar to those that have been

discussed. Even though the hospital environment and experience are more

complex than those situations created in the laboratory setting, the

basic potential of children shown from these studies would be present

in any situation and would certainly have an influence on gaman ability.

Parental Control

Schaffer and Crook (1980) examined the three kinds of compliance

associated with maternal control techniques. The three kinds of

compliance were orientation, contact, and task compliances. Twenty

four mother-child pairs were observed in laboratory setting during a

regular play session. Observed speech was counted, categorized, and

examined by the child's compliance. They examined the syntactic

structure of the mother’s control utterances, nonverbal references, and

the child’s involvement state as the control-compliance incident took

place. The mother's verbal directiveness was found to be significant
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with respect to sex differences of the children (F. [1, 20 J = 10.90, p <

.01) but not with respect to their age. The mothers tended to talk more

to girls than to boys. The control effect on the child’s compliant

behaviors were not found statistically significant. They pointed out

that in controlling the situation, the mother used several directions

rather than a single direction or command. Furthermore, they stressed

that the timing of mother's control influenced the child's compliance.

When the mother's control was sequentially focused on the child's

behaviors first with attention and then action compliances, it was found

to be more successful than any single control direction on action

compliance.

McLaughlin (1983) studied the frequency of directive control by

the parents on the child's compliance in home situations. Situations

were observed and videotaped of both parents of 24 children aged 1/2,

2 1/2, and 3 1/2 years. Two types of children’s compliance were

examined. One was attention compliance and the other was action

compliance that focused on intended compliant behaviors. McLaughlin

found that the strategies effective for child compliance were different

among the age groups. For the 1 1/2 year old children, even though the

difference did not reach a significant level (p > .05), direct

imperative control strategies were more effective than giving the child

suggestions of questions. For the 3 1/2 year old children the

effectiveness of control was reversed (Newman–Keuls, p < .05).

Attention compliance was easier to obtain than action compliance in all

age groups.
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Summary

The literature was reviewed to examine the issue of control

ability in preschool aged children. The findings suggested that speech

during task completion, and keeping attention away from reward to

decrease the frustration of waiting were effective strategies for these

children. Both control and delay ability are present beginning in early

toddlerhood. Most of the studies reviewed were limited to the

laboratory setting, and focused on a single task completion situation.

In the hospitalized situation, the demanding situations that the

children face are more diverse and more complex than those examined in

the laboratory setting. Most of the situations in the hospital are

externally-imposed situations for the children and the stimuli are

aversive and sometimes prolonged. Hence, generalizability and utility

of the findings from the laboratory setting to the clinical area may be

limited. However, the findings in these studies provided a resource for

a basic understanding of the child's development of self-control

ability, and are meaningful in considering factors that may influence

the gaman ability of children.

A few points should be made here about communication patterns in

Japan. The Japanese socialization process emphasizes a nonverbal

communication pattern that may be observed in the clinical setting as

well. As in the reviewed research, the clear identification of a reward

or task may not be present in the real and/or clinical setting. The

effect of a vague goal presentation for delay, compliance, or general

control ability may become an issue. Even though nonverbal

communications are emphasized more in American than in Japanese child

rearing practices (Kashiwagi, et al., 1985), the acquisition of verbal

skills is a task for Japanese children also. Thus, the use of private
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speech in dealing with task completion and delay situations may have a

similar effect in both cultures. Examining the behaviors of the

children during their gaman experience would clarify these points.

Coping in Hospitalized Preschoolers

In this section, literature was reviewed to identify the empirical

nature of how researchers have tried to capture the child's coping

responses to hospitalization, illness, surgery, or other medical

procedures. At first, articles dealing with coping in the hospitalized

toddler and preschoolers were sought. Even though the stress and coping

paradigm may be widely studied, the theoretical constructs often focused

mainly on the adult and not on the child. Thus, studies dealing with

children's responses to hospitalization and related situations were

explored to find the common theme among them from a coping paradigm

perspective. Though coping may not be the target of the study in the

articles reviewed, the applicable area for the coping framework was

further clarified by them.

The analysis of reviewed literature is presented in four sections

(a) theoretical orientation, (b) stress, (c) mediating processes, and

(d) outcome, modified from Lazarus' model (Lazarus & Folkman, 1984).

These are related concepts, so some overlapping may occur in these

discussions.

Theoretical Orientation of Reviewed Literature

A wide variety of theoretical orientations guided the research

reviewed. Although not explicitly stated in the reports, there seemed

to be a convergence toward portions of the stress paradigm. Even though
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all 31 articles reviewed were concerned with the phenomena of stress,

the stress mediating process, and outcomes, the majority of the articles

were not concerned with coping per se.

Only one article (Pidgeon, 1981) addressed coping in the title and

explicitly used it as a framework. Pidgeon examined the function of the

preschooler's questioning by incorporating Murphy's coping construct and

Piaget’s development of cognition. Ritchie, Caty, and Ellerton (1981)

explored inductively the child's "concerns" by using play activity to

ultimately evaluate the child's adaptive ability. Even though Triplett

and Arneson (1979) used Murphy and Moriarty (1976) as a reference to

study the comfort measures used to alleviate the stress in hospitalized

children, the focus of their study was on intervention and not on the

coping process.

There are several reasons for such a small number of studies that

focus on coping behaviors in hospitalized toddlers and preschoolers.

Interest in coping has shifted from the stress-centered approach common

prior to the 1960s and, as a result, it has taken time for the

dissemination and application of new trends from academia to clinical

study. Another difficulty has been the lack of effective measures for

examining the coping of toddlers and preschoolers.

Stress

There was an underlying assumption in all 31 studies reviewed that

the multitude of hospital experiences or health care related experiences

were potentially stressful conditions for young children. The studies

could be divided into three groups based on how the stress was treated.

First, there were the studies that focused on the child’s outcome or the

response to the stress (Mattson & Eisenberg, 1970; Pidgeon, 1981; Richie
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et al., 1984; Taylor, 1983). A second group of studies focused on the

factors influencing the child's response to the stress (Aisenberg et

al., 1973; American Nurses’ Foundation, 1969; Brian & Maclay, 1968;

Davenport & Werry, 1970; Johnson & Baldwin, 1968 & 1969; Lee & Greene,

1969; Shaw & Routh, 1982; Vernon et al., 1967). In the third group of

studies, the intervention used to alleviate or minimize the potentially

stressful condition was introduced, and its effectiveness was the focus

of the studies (Eland, 1981; Ferguson, 1979; Fetnald & Corry, 1981;

Mahaffy, 1965; McCaffery, 1971; Melamed & Siegel, 1975; Melamed et al.,

1975 & 1979; Peterson & Shigetomi, 1981; Siegel & Peterson, 1980;

Skipper & Lionard, 1968; Triplett & Arneson, 1979; Vernon, 1973; Vernon

& Bailey, 1974; Visintainer & Wolfe, 1975; Wolfe & Visintainer, 1975 &

1979).

The first group of four studies focused on descriptions of the

children while they were experiencing distress. Mattson and Weinberg

(1970) were concerned with the effect of illness on children while they

were cared for at home by their mothers and families. Pidgeon (1981)

explored the function of questioning during hospitalization based on

Piaget’s cognitive development theory. Taylor (1983) explored

children's verbal and non-verbal behaviors when they were experiencing

pain after surgery. Ritchie, Caty, and Ellerton (1984) used play

interviews to determine the child's pattern of concern. The second

group of studies focused on the effectiveness of the interventions for

children experiencing stressful situations. Except for Triplett and

Arneson (1979), all of the studies concerned preparatory intervention

for minor surgery, dental procedures, injections, vernipunctures, or

measuring rectal temperature. In the third group, studies examined

three conditional factors that existed in the children’s environment and
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may have influenced their behavior or emotional status during

hospitalization. These included: (a) the mother’s absence, (b) the

mother's anxiety while present, and (c) hospitalization itself. Even

though they were considered conditional factors in the situation, they

were stressors for the children.

Thus, depending upon the investigator's area of interest, the

potentially stressful situation was treated as a total experience of

hospitalization, as a whole, or as a specific procedure itself. In the

clinical situation, the possible stressors are multiple, and it is

difficult to isolate the effect of the interaction of environmental

stimuli and the child. The stress is considered as a stimuli and is

determined to be stressful by the child's manifested responses.

Mediating Process

In this section, the investigators view of the child's ability

to deal with the stressful situation is explored. As indicated earlier,

the coping framework was not used for most of the studies. Therefore,

the attention to the appraisal and coping process of the child was not

observed in many of the studies. There were studies that used self

report measurements (Aisenberg et al., 1975; Brian & Maclay, 1968;

Eland, 1981; Ferguson, 1979; Fernald & Corry, 1981; Melamed & Siegel,

1975; Melamed et al., 1983; Siegel & Peterson, 1980; Peterson &

Shigetomi, 1981 & 1982; Vernon, 1973). However, these were used as the

outcome measure (i.e., the responses to stress instead of the appraisal

process).

Vulnerability factors. The vulnerability factor is examined here

since it is considered a negative effect on the child’s ability to deal

with a stressful situation. The vulnerability factors were inferred by
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the choice of the main and confounding variables; that is, by the

theoretical orientation and preference of the investigator. The

vulnerability factor could be considered a stressor itself. Nine

articles (Aisenberg et al., 1973; American Nurses’ Foundation, 1968;

Brian & Maclay, 1968; Davenport & Werry, 1970; Johnson & Baldwin, 1968

& 1969; Lee & Greene, 1969; Shaw & Routh, 1982; Vernon et al., 1967)

focused on the situation in which the child was placed and its effect.

The factors were (a) maternal absence vs. maternal presence (Brian &

Maclay, 1968; Lee & Greene, 1969; Shaw & Routh, 1982; Vernon et al.,

1967), (b) the level of maternal anxiety (Johnson & Baldwin, 1968 &

1969), (c) cardiac catheterization (Aisenberg, 1973), and (d) total

hospitalization experiences (American Nurses’ Foundation, 1969). These

factors were considered potential stressors in the later two groups

[ (c) and (d).] and as potential vulnerability in the former two groups

[ (a) and (b) ). For example, Johnson and Baldwin (1968, 1969)

hypothesized that a high level of maternal anxiety would adversely

affect the child's response in the potential stressful situation and

they found a significant effect. Their assumption was that the maternal

anxiety created the qualitative difference in the child's perception of

the situation, this is compatible with the notion that the mother is a

social resource for the child.

Brian and Maclay (1969), Lee and Greene (1969), Shaw and Routh

(1982), and Vernon et al. (1967), tested the effect of maternal absence

versus presence on the child's response to anesthesiological induction,

injection, and admission procedures. If the maternal presence and

support were considered as a social resource for the child, the absence

of the mother became a source of vulnerability for the child which

aggravated the already stressful situation. Maternal absence may be
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considered the stressor in its own right. Thus, in studying the

behavioral response of the hospitalized children, maternal presence

seems to be one of the factors to consider.

Cognitive preparation- The intervention of introducing

information to the child was included in all 18 studies except one

(Triplett & Arneson, 1979; Eland, 1981; Ferguson, 1979; Fernald & Corry,

1981; Mahaffy, 1965; McCaffery, 1971; Melamed & Siegel, 1975; Melamed,

et al., 1976 & 1983; Peterson & Shigetomi, 1981 & 1983; Siegel &

Peterson, 1980; Skipper & Leonard, 1968; Triplett & Arneson, 1979;

Vernon, 1973; Vernon & Bailey, 1974; Visintainer & Wolfe, 1975; Wolfe

& Visintainer, 1975 & 1979). Adequate and appropriate information was

assumed to be useful to the children in evaluating the situation where

they were placed by the investigators who conducted the studies.

Theoretically, it improves the mobilization of the child's appraisal

process. However, the method of delivery, the content of information,

and the character and developmental level of the child probably

influenced the intervention’s effects. For example, Fernald and Corry

(1981) studied a preparation method to minimize the threat of needle

punctures. They used an empathic and directive approach to explain the

procedures. The empathic approach was supportive and child centered.

The directive approach was stern and nonflexible up to the point that

the approach itself created a threat to the child. Since they did not

have a control group, whether or not the intervention acted as an

aggravating factor could not be determined. However, there were

significantly more positive responses (F (1, 37) = 12. 72, p < .001) in

the empathic group than in the directive group.

Another example is seen in the child's response to a peer modelled

filmed intervention. Since the Vernon study, six studies used this
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intervention method to prepare the child for induction to anesthesia

(Ferguson, 1979; Melamed et al., 1976 & 1983; Peterson & Shigetomi, 1981

& 1982; Vernon, 1973; Vernon & Bailey, 1974). The intervention was

hypothesized to reduce the child’s emotional distress. Even though they

found a significantly effective result, the intervention was not as

effective in the younger age group as it was in the older group. Thus

"adequacy and appropriateness" could not be determined by the

intervention alone.

Another group of interventions taught children a technique of

coping (Peterson & Shigetomi, 1981; Siegel & Peterson, 1980). Though

they used other interventions such as sensory information and filmed

modeling for comparison, the aim of a coping technique or intervention

was to direct the child to use an "adequate" coping strategy to reduce

the stress. Results of two studies were significant in the former

(p < .05) and marginally significant (.05 & p < .01) in the latter.

Coping techniques were tested with school-aged children and were

effective; however, there were no tests with preschoolers (Siegel &

Peterson, 1980). Coping techniques involved general body relaxation

with deep breaths and cue words, use of imagery, and self-talk such as

"everything is going to be all right". Whether the child repeated the

learned technique during the dental procedure was not tested.

Therefore, the results might not reflect the effectiveness of the

procedure, but might reflect the effectiveness of adult support. These

studies attempted to increase coping strategies that the child could use

and reflected the investigators belief in the children's capacity to

learn coping strategies. Though the appropriateness of the technique

to the child's developmental level may be in question, these studies
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reflected the need to understand the nature of coping and coping

potential in toddlers and preschoolers.

Other factors. Age, previous hospital experience, developmental

state, socio-economic states, severity of illness, birth order, and

parent's stay in the hospital were common variables used as either

independent variables or a criteria for selecting the sample. These

variables were characteristics of the child and may have had the

potential to influence the outcome. An aspect of these variables, under

specific situation such as hospitalization and illness, may aggravate

the stress or counter the stress by supporting the child as a resource.

These potential vulnerability factors are transactional variables

(Lazarus & Folkman, 1984) since they are a function of both person and

environment. Without identifying the variables and adequately

controlling them, confounding of study results is unavoidable. A

clearer framework for the total study of the phenomena may alleviate

this problem.

In summary, there was some evidence that the factors that

influence the child's mediating process were recognized, but only in a

fragmented way. Vulnerability factors that may negatively influence the

child's coping capacity, intervening factors designed to improve a

child's coping capacity, and the child's conditional factors may work

in either direction according to the situations that were discussed.

In the stress-response paradigm, the child was considered a passive

responder and this limited the scope of the study. If the effectiveness

of intervention is the goal, the respondent’s personal attributes and

actions need to be carefully examined to reduce confounding and heighten

understanding. A coping framework should provide a way to examine the
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child’s hospitalization experience from a more transactional point of

view.

Outcome

Most of the studies evaluated the short-term effect of the

stressful situation or the effectiveness of an intervention to minimize

the stress. Therefore, the coping efforts of the child were not

reflected in the outcome. Furthermore, the manifested behaviors of

stress were considered to be negative behaviors. For example, some of

the reported behaviors such as crying withdrawal, and asking for the

mother (Aisenberg et al., 1975; American Nurses’ Foundation, 1969;

Johnson & Baldwin, 1968 & 1969; MacCaffery, 1971), may be age

appropriate coping strategies (Murphy & Moriarty, 1976). Indication of

anxiety or distress may be appropriate measures of the stress

manifestation; however, they may not reflect the child's state of being.

For example, the child may be under stress but coping well. Ferguson

(1979) used a self-report and manifested behavior as measures of

anxiety. Interestingly, self-report, physiologic anxiety, and

behavioral observation were not correlated. Ferguson concluded that

behavioral observation of anxiety and behavioral observation were not

correlated. Ferguson concluded that behavioral observation of anxiety

may not be detecting the child's distress. The gaman phenomenon may

present such a clinical picture. Sensitive measures to detect the

behavioral manifestation and its meaning for hospitalized children seems

to be an eminent need.
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Summary

In this review, clinical research studies of toddlers and

preschoolers were analyzed to evaluate the present status of the

approach to children who are in stressful situations. There was a

specific interest in studies conducted in health care facilities. Since

the theoretical orientation in most of these studies uses the stress

response paradigm, most of the studies bypass the child's point of view.

Thus, how the child is dealing with a demanding situation has not been

explored fully. This is one limitation of the application of stress

response constructs. The meaning of the response for the child has yet

to be analyzed.

Even though the specific stressor that each study operationalized

varied from an individual procedure to the entire hospital experience,

the literature reviewed assumed that the hospital environment was

basically stressful for children. Especially, maternal presence and its

quality were considered an influential factor in the children's ability

to cope. Cognitive preparation for procedures such as visual

information giving, modeling by peers, or verbal information giving were

studied to identify methods of providing effective intervention to

alleviate stress of hospitalized children. However, the findings were

not consistent across the studies.

The assumption underlying the coping framework is that the

response is mediated through the person and that there is meaning for

that person. Value judgments such as what constituted positive

behaviors or negative behaviors, or behavioral disturbances, were made

by adults and instituted by adults in the hospitalization experience of

children. From the children's point of view, those behaviors may be

irrelevant judgments of their coping efforts. Therefore, application
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of the coping framework in an attempt to consider the child’s

development and perception is valuable to understand and provide

effective care for the hospitalized toddler and preschooler.
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CHAPTER 3

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

This chapter describes the research method used to explore the

gaman phenomenon and the influential factors relating to gaman behaviors

among hospitalized preschoolers. This chapter is divided into five

sections: 1) assumptions and research questions; 2) design and method;

3) sample and setting; 4) methods of data collection; and 5) a

description of data analysis.

Assumptions and Research Questions

Assumptions

The following assumptions were used for this investigation:

1) Gaman behaviors are provoked when the perceived external

demand and the internal desire are incongruent;

2) The gaman is a situation-dependent process involving an

awareness and performance component that is organized

through cognitive affective and the behavioral ability of

the child;

3) The ability to do gaman is acquired and developed through

life experiences;

4) The child's manifestation of gaman can be detected through

the child’s verbal and nonverbal behaviors; and

5) Separation from primary supportive person(s) is a stressful

experience for the child and may initiate gaman.
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Research Questions

There are three study questions.

1) What are preschooler's behavioral patterns of gaman during

a short hospital stay? Measures of the patterns of gaman

behavior include descriptions, frequencies, and duration of

streams of behaviors.

2) What are the environmental factors associated with a

preschooler's exhibition of gaman while hospitalized?

Measures of the environment include the hospital procedure

being performed, people present in the room, people's

behaviors during the child's gaman, and the physical

characteristics of the setting.

3) Are patterns of behavioral streams related to the child's

age, sex, birth order, experience of being away from home,

or cognitive preparation by the parents?

Design and Method

This investigation used a descriptive, non-experimental design to

describe the characteristics of the gaman phenomenon in hospitalized

preschoolers. Since the gaman phenomenon had not been described in

literature, this investigation is exploratory. To preserve the natural

responses of the children, the investigation was carried out in the

natural environment during regular hospital activities.

To preserve the natural order of daily routine in the hospital

environment, the principle of the field work was applied in the data

collection method. Schatzman and Strauss (1973) described field methods
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as "observing events in a natural situation" (p. 13). Hospitalization

was viewed as a natural situation for preschool children.

Sample and Setting

Sample

The convenience sample consisted of 29 hospitalized preschoolers,

ages 3 to 5 years. The sample was selected from inpatient units in the

prefectual (governmental) children's hospital in a metropolitan area

close to Tokyo, Japan. The seven criteria for subject selection were:

1)

2)

3)

4)

5)

6)

7)

Japanese children between 3 and 5 years of age (36 months

to 71 months old);

No diagnosed developmental disabilities or delay;

No diagnosed chronic disease;

No terminal or critical illness at the time of the

investigation;

No hospitalizations one year prior to this observation

period;

Undergoing a minor, intrusive procedure, such as

venipuncture during hospitalization; and

Length of hospital stay of two or more days.

The weekly admission schedules were reviewed to plan subject

selection.

criteria.

The investigator approached children who met the selection

However, after reviewing hospital records, two children were

found to have been hospitalized twice within a one year period and one

child had multiple hospitalizations for corrective surgery for a

congenital malformation even though the last one was one year earlier.
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These three children were dropped from the study. The data was

collected from February, 1987 to October, 1987.

Protection of Human Richts

Expedited review was approved by the University of California, San

Francisco Committee on Human Research. A waiver of written informed

consent was approved based on cultural differences.

After providing an explanation of the investigation, verbal

consent for participating in the research was obtained from the

parent (s). The investigator identified her status as a nurse researcher

who was not a staff member of the institution. At the admission

interview, the mother was present for all cases and for some, the father

(n = 3) or other family members (n = 2) were present.

The investigator explained the purpose, procedure, and

confidentiality of the research to each parent in the following manner:

"The purpose of the study is to describe how the
hospitalized preschoolers deal with hospital life. In order
to obtain the data, the investigator likes to observe the
child in the most natural environment for the child. The

investigator would try to be quiet and would try to be
unobtrusive in the situation, even though she would be where
she could see and hear the child during the procedure.
While she is in the room observing, she uses a small
notebook and pencil to write down what she observed. During
the observation, she would not initiate conversation, and
response will be minimized to not become involved in the
hospital activities and to avoid influencing the situation.

In the case of an emergency situation, the investigator
would stop observation, call for help, and would take
necessary emergency action. The child and the mother have
a right to refuse to participate in the study at any time
during the study and this would not affect the care of the
child in any way. The investigator would not take part in
caring for the child and the information obtained from the
child and the mother would not be shared with hospital
personnel. The information and the data would be treated
as confidential and would not reveal the identity of the
subjects. The mother was informed that whenever she does
not want to participate in the investigation or has a
question, she can contact the investigator."
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Other information regarding the research was given when asked by the

mother.

The child was present when the investigator asked the mother for

permission for the child’s participation in the study. Further

explanation to the child was not given at that time. When the child

asked the investigator directly about what the investigator was doing,

the explanation was given to the child that the investigator was

studying the kinds of experiences children go through during their

hospitalization, and in order to remember, she needed to write down

what she saw in a small notebook. When the child asked to see the notes

the investigator was taking and when the investigator felt a need to

show the notes to the child, the notes were given to the child for

inspection to satisfy the child’s curiosity and overcome uneasiness.

Gaining Access to Institution

The institution was selected from three possible children’s

hospitals located in and near Tokyo. The nursing directors of each

institution were contacted to assess inpatient's condition, availability

of the number of the patients in the desired age range, and

accessibility for location in regard to the daily observations. At the

same time, the research process was explained to the nursing directors

and they were provided with a brief research proposal. The nursing

directors submitted a proposal at a supervisor's meeting and asked about

the possibility of providing a nursing unit for research. Acceptance

of the study was received from each of the nursing directors. However,

since the investigator was a single observer, the investigator chose one

institution that had the easiest access.
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After obtaining approval from the nursing department, a proposal

was sent to the head of the institution and an explanation was given to

gain institutional approval. The official document was sent from the

investigator's employer to the head of the institution to make the

research request formal. The investigator then spoke with the floor

supervisor to give detailed information regarding the research

procedure, and to make any necessary adjustments. Information was

distributed to other nursing staff on the unit through the nursing

supervisor.

Gaining Access to Subiects

The primary unit from which the subjects were selected was a

surgical unit for toddlers and preschoolers. The age range of patients

admitted in this unit was from one year eight months to six years old

(i.e., before enrollment in elementary school). The surgical

departments that used this unit were general, plastic, urological,

ophthalmological, and the otorhinolaryngological services.

Since most of the admissions were prearranged, schedules could be

obtained one day to one week before the patient’s admission. The

investigator was permitted to use patient’s records and nursing records

freely. The admission schedule was checked frequently. The explanation

of the investigation was given to the nursing staff by the floor

supervisor. Arrangements were made with nursing staff for the

investigator to join the admission procedure with patients who met the

investigator’s criteria. Before the procedure started, the investigator

introduced herself to the child and the mother or relative. Verbal

consent was obtained at this time. There were no refusals to
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participate in the study from the parents. There were also no refusals

from the children to allow observers at the bedside.

Setting

The selected medical center consisted of the Children's Hospital,

the Institute for Physically Handicapped, the Institute for Multiple

Handicapped, and the Division of Psychiatry. The Children's Hospital

had 269 beds.

All of the children in this hospital had been referred from other

health agencies such as regional public health departments, private

physicians and clinics, guild guidance centers, or other hospitals.

Therefore, some time had elapsed from the day of the initial examination

at the hospital to the admission day for most of the children. On the

initial examination at this facility, the child was registered on the

waiting list for admission, and was called at home when a bed was

available on the specific unit.

Children were assigned to units according to their age group

(infants, toddlers, preschoolers, or school age), and their medical or

surgical condition. Subjects were obtained from a preschooler's

surgical unit and a preschooler's medical unit. The subjects who met

the criteria were primarily from the surgical unit that had a capacity

of 26 beds. One child was on the medical unit throughout her

hospitalization. One other child was admitted to the medical unit at

first, and then transferred to the surgical unit on the second day of

admission.

The preschooler's surgical floor was situated on the fifth floor's

west wing. Other parts of the fifth floor of the hospital were shared
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with the operating unit at the north wing and the neuro-surgical and

daycare unit at the east wing. At the entrance of the east and west

wings, a door keeps the children away from the floor lobby and elevator.

Each of the children's units was a closed unit with a playroom, dining

room, treatment room, and other utility facilities. In the

preschoolers' surgical unit, there were three rooms with two beds each

and three rooms with six beds. The two-bed rooms were used as a single

bed room or isolation room when necessary.

Methods of Data Collection

In order to describe the phenomenon and at the same time preserve

the context of the situation, the observational field method was used

for data collection. Limited linguistic and cognitive development of

preschoolers and the vulnerable situation of the children in a hospital

were other considerations given to the choice of this method.

Observation

In the field observational method, direct observations are used

for data collection. In field observation research, the observer

becomes a part of the subjects’ environment. Even though in the

research proposal, the investigator made a decision to not participate

in the situation, it was difficult to remain a complete observer in

some situations. Fagerhaugh (1982) described four types of observers:

(1) complete observer; (2) observer as participant; (3) participant as

observer; and (4) complete participant. In this study, the observer

took a role of complete observer. However, in some situations, the
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observer needed to take a role of observer as participant. For example,

a child's request for physical assistance or a question to the observer

could not be ignored at the time the observer was alone with the child.

In some cases, the observer asked a question of the child to verify the

meaning of observed behaviors. The observer's participation was taken

into consideration in the analysis of the child’s behavior.

The technique of specimen description during observation was used

with modification. Specimen descriptions are narrative descriptions of

behaviors or events. They require concentrated attention on the

situation without interaction with the subject (Irwin & Bushnell, 1980;

Wright, 1967). Observed behaviors and events are sequentially written

down. They include "how" the subject behaves and what is happening

around the subject. The level of recorded behavior is determined by the

purpose of the study (Irwin & Bushnell, 1980).

Pilot Study

A two week period was used to test the observation method. The

pilot study also provided an opportunity to gain entree into the

setting. Entree to the research field is one of the crucial steps in

establishing rapport and trust with participants (Wilson, 1985). This

period was used to increase the observer's understanding of the setting

and system of unit organization to facilitate the development of a

suitable observational schedule. Daily routines of the children in the

units, and the functions and activities of nursing staff and other

personnel were observed. The investigator used an informal session to

address the staff's concerns and answer questions.

Routines on the unit. Admission day: The children were seen at

their special outpatient clinic for admission purposes before going to
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their assigned unit. A brief physical examination was made by their

physician. After the physical examination, the child and his/her mother

(or guardian) were accompanied by the nurse of the special outpatient

clinic to the assigned floor. They waited in the lobby in front of each

unit until they were called by the nurse from the unit.

The lobby in the front of each unit was located opposite the

elevator and separated by a locked door from the unit so that the

children in the unit would not accidentally go out. The lobby of the

observational unit was also used as a waiting room for the families of

surgical patients since the other half of the floor was an operating

room.

The admission interview was usually taken in the consultation

room. The interview was carried out between the nurse and the mother

in front of the child. The consultation room contained two tables and

enough chairs for the participating individuals. This consultation room

was arranged so that two admission cases could use it at the same time.

When the consultation room was full, information was taken in the dining

room or play room.

After the initial interview, the child was usually taken into a

separate treatment room for measurement of vital signs, height and

weight. The child was asked to go with the nurse alone and the mother

was asked to wait in the patient's room. If the child refused or became

troubled, usually the mother was allowed to accompany the child into the

treatment room. The patient's room and other facilities were located

on both sides of the hallway. All patient rooms, except two, were

facing the hospital's sports field. The nursing station was located

on the same side as the patient's room. Each room was divided with a

glass wall so that the nurses could see through the patient’s room from
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the other rooms. The dining rooms, kitchen, treatment rooms, bathroom,

and restrooms for nurses were all located on the other side of the hall.

Separation: The children were hospitalized alone. Mother (or

other family members) were usually asked to leave after the children had

their examination by the anesthesiologist around 2:30 PM. If an

admission day was visiting day, then the parents were allowed to stay

until the end of regular visiting hours.

Visitation: The hospital limits visitation to Tuesdays,

Thursdays, Saturdays, and Sundays. Visiting hours were from 2:00 PM to

4:00 PM. Visits per patient were limited to two persons older than

twelve years of age at a time.

Surgery (preoperative period): The mother (or close family

member) was asked to come to the unit lobby 30 minutes prior to the

scheduled operating time for the child. The unit's routine was that the

child and the mother were to see each other in the lobby on the way to

the surgery. However, these conditions had been modified according to

the child’s need. Each nurse might modify them differently.

Surgery (postoperative period): The mother (or close family

member) was allowed to be at the child's bedside after the child was

placed on the bed and restrained. Usually the child was placed in an

arm and body restraint to protect him/her from falling and pulling out

the intravenous line. The modifications of these conditions were

different for each child.

Observational schedule. The morning and evening routines (from

7:00 AM to 7:00 PM) were observed. Since the floor was for the surgical

services, the routine most commonly repeated was around the surgical

schedule. Blood samples were taken during the preadmitting process
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when the children came two days or more prior to the admitting day.

There were efforts to minimize painful procedures.

The goal of the pilot study was to search for gaman phenomena.

One nurse stated that most frequent cause of gaman was the separation

from the mother or family. Another nurse stated that when the child did

not cry before surgery or do gaman, the child would come back crying

and fighting. Other nurses stated that because children do not want

to come to the hospital, they may be doing gaman the whole time.

Procedure

A description of the children and other verbal and nonverbal

behaviors during the observation period was narratively recorded in the

investigator's first language. The narrative recording preserved the

sequence and context of the naturally occurring behavior. Observed

behavior was recorded at the molar or action level (Wright, 1967) which

consisted of the purposeful direction of a person behaving in relation

to his/her environment, and the molecular level which substantiated the

molar behavior or action (Wright, 1967).

Time was recorded by checking a wrist watch at regular intervals.

At first, it was planned to mark every five minutes of the observational

period. However, this was found to be too long of duration, and the

time markation needed to be shorter. Therefore, attempts were made to

record the time continuously with the occurrence of behaviors.

A small notebook was used for taking narrative notes which were

transcribed each day into a typewritten format. The sample of narrative

notes is shown in Appendix C.

The investigator usually sat at the foot of the bed. In this way,

she could see the child's behaviors and hear his/her conversations. The
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investigator changed the position along with the child's movement when

necessary. When the child was free to move or was taken to some other

location, the investigator moved with the child. When the child was

active and moving around in the room or unit, the observer did not

follow the child's every move but kept at a distance where she could

observe the child.

Situational information and additional data about the child was

collected by reviewing the child's hospital record and informally

interviewing the mother, nurses, and other hospital personnel who were

involved in caring for the child. The investigator was the observer for

all subjects throughout the data collection.

Basic observational schedule

The observations were planned to be undertaken during selective

hospital procedures. The most commonly occurring procedures for the

children were around the admission and surgical incidents. Modifications

were made based upon the activities of each subject. The following four

points in time were planned as data collection points (See Figure 3).

1) Day of admission:

From admission to lunch time when most of the separation took

place.

2) First day:

A) Approximately 30 to 60 minutes before surgery.

B) From the time the patient came back from surgery to the time

the family members met the child.

3) Second day:

Approximately 60 to 120 minutes in the morning. If this day was

the child's visiting day, the observation was made from 30 to 60
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minutes before the visiting time until the second series of

behaviors were started after visiting time.

4) Third day:

The conditions were the same as for the second day.

Ž = observation period

tise | 1 is is 0 1 2 3 4 5 is #7 is

Figure 3- Example of Observational Schedule

Issues in Reliability and Validity

The major threat to internal validity in this study was the

potential observer influence on the subject that would jeopardize the

natural occurrence of the behaviors. The observer's presence may create

a problem of reactivity in the subject. The potential for observer's

influence on the subject’s way of behaving was handled in several ways.

The observer was present in the child's immediate environment, but did

not act as a nurse or mother for the child. The observer wore street

clothes and put on a hospital gown, required by hospital regulations.

The mother and other visitors also wore the hospital gowns. The

investigator avoided wearing a nursing uniform so the child would not

think the observer was a staff nurse.
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Before the observer started the observation, an explanation was

given to each child. The observer explained that she wanted to know

what the children were doing in the hospital, who was coming and going,

and what kinds of activities were happening. After the explanation, the

observer sat quietly. The child usually carried on his/her activities

without paying much attention to the observer. The observer told the

child that she was taking notes to remember what she saw. If the child

was not satisfied with the response and wanted to see the notes, the

observer allowed the child to see the notes. These inspections always

took less than two minutes and the notes were returned to the observer

without hesitation.

The purpose of the investigation was explained in neutral

expressions. The term "gaman" was intentionally avoided in the

explanation because the use of the word, gaman, might encourage the

child to do gaman unnecessarily.

The observer avoided active encounters with the child. However,

when the child directed a question to the observer, she answered in

neutral, simple terms. The interaction of the observer and the child

was recorded and analyzed. Either actively participating with the child

or ignoring the child would cause reactions from the child.

There is a major reliability problem associated with an

observational method that is related to the accuracy of the data

collected. The accuracy of the observed data might be threatened by

observer bias in the process of recording and coding the data. Since

the observer was the investigator throughout the study, observer bias

might be a major issue. During the observational period, the observer

concentrated on describing the child's behavior and not judging it.
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The observational accuracy was measured by inter-observer

agreement. Inter-observer agreement was checked with a colleague, a

master’s prepared nurse who was an expert in children's nursing and had

experience with the observation of children's behavior in the hospital.

One child was observed at the same time by both observers. Inter

observer reliability checks were conducted every three to four weeks for

thirty minutes. Both observers took narrative notes and transcribed

them the same day. A molar level of child's behavior and participant’s

behavior were examined and compared for agreement. An average agreement

was 94% and ranged from 78% to 98%. Agreement on participant’s

behaviors was 74% at first, but increased to 92% on the next session

and remained in the 90s for the remainder of the study. Kazdin (1971)

suggested that an inter-observer agreement of 80% or above was

satisfactory.

Method of Data Analysis

Since the investigation had a heuristic element in the coding and

categorization process of gaman of the preschoolers, the construct of

gaman guided a categorization of observed behavior and also guided the

construct refinement. Therefore, identifying a coding scheme was a

stochastic process between the scheme and the raw data. It took several

steps to formalize the raw data into a meaningful coding scheme.

Management of raw data

The narrative notes taken on the unit were transcribed into typed

written notes each day. A sample of the transcribed notes is presented

in Appendix A. In order to identify and isolate gaman behaviors, an
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event sampling technique was used (Irwin & Bushnell, 1980). The event

or the unit of behaviors needed to be clearly defined. Since the

descriptive narrative note contained not only the child's behaviors, but

also the behavior of others and the environmental context, it was

difficult to analyze the sequence of action and/or interaction and its

consequences in relation to other contextual happenings.

In order to facilitate the analysis, the contents of the

observations were sorted into several frames based on the research

questions. Those frames were (1) days from admission, (2) time of

observation, (3) location of the observation, (4) procedures or

incidents occurring at the time of observation, (5) child's behaviors,

(6) others behavior toward the child, (7) others' relationship to the

child, and (8) environmental atmosphere of the situation. The format

for this step is shown in Appendix B. The days since admission were

marked: 1 for admission, 2 for the second day, and so on. The time of

observation was marked to calculate the duration of the behavioral

stream. Location of the observation was also noted. For example, the

observation took place at the patient’s bedside, in another patient’s

room, in the treatment room, the hallway, the dining room, the playroom,

etc. In the frame for procedures or incidents occurring at the time of

observation , the incidents directly related to the observed child were

written down. Some examples of these incidents were: the mother leaving

the room, vital signs measurement, bath taking, and getting a shot.

The child's behaviors were listed in the order they occurred.

Behaviors were categorized into verbal affective and motor behavioral

(see Appendix B). Verbal behavior represented whatever the child voiced

as a statement or question. Affective behaviors were defined as and

expression of emotion which included crying, laughing, frowning, and
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other facial expressions. Motor behaviors included gross and fine

bodily movements. Examples of those behavioral categories are shown in

Appendix B.

When the interaction took place with the child and/or the child

interacted with another person in the environment, the other’s reactions

or actions were recorded. Direct interaction with the observed child

was considered here. The relationship of the person with the child was

specified. Nurses, mothers, and other children were frequent

participants in the situation. The behaviors of the other participants

were also listed.

The environmental context was also an important influential frame

for the child's behavior. The presence of sound or other children’s

noises, the presence of the mother, and other children getting a

treatment are a few examples of environmental situations. The final

coding scheme is presented as a part of the results chapter.

Frequencies and percentages are recorded.
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CHAPTER 4

RESULTS

This chapter is divided into three sections. First, an

interactive process is described that resulted in the development of a

coding scheme for gaman. The procedure for evaluating gaman incidents

is reported. Second, the demographic characteristics of the sample are

presented. Third, the results of the study, organized around the three

study questions, are presented.

Gaman Conditions

Transcripts of the observations were read searching for meaningful

streams of child behaviors that appeared to represent incidences of

gaman. The child's verbal, motor, and affective behaviors were examined

in relationship to the occurrence of some hospital procedures. The unit

of analysis of the study was initially conceptualized as a stream of

behaviors initiated by the child in response to some event that was

observed by the investigator. However, it was observed that in some

cases, the child's behavior changed not in direct response to procedures

or outside stimuli. Therefore, in order for the observer to label an

event as a possible indication of gaman, the child had to exhibit a

change in his behavioral pattern. The change of behavior may or may not

have resulted from some external stimuli.

The characteristics of these "streams of behaviors" became clearer

after reading the transcripts numerous times. The investigators

recorded the characteristics surrounding these changes in behavior, such
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as the presence or absence of people in the room, time, location, and

others. After several interactions of this procedure, nine identifiable

behavioral changed were noted. These nine categories of behavioral

patterns became the basis for coding the transcripts.

The nine categories of behavioral patterns were:

1) Strong gaman: The child exhibits a strong effort to control an

emotional reaction to an event while trying to comply with the external

demand or to wait for the fulfillment of his own need.

Example 1

A 4 year old girl who had been admitted for repair of left

accessory tragus and branchial sinus (code Na) : Facing a vital

sign and physical measurement in the treatment room, her face was

flushed, lips were tightly closed, and her body movement was

rigid. When a nurse asked her to change her position or to extend

her arm, she had to be reminded by her mother but she did not

refuse any procedure.

Example 2

A 5 year old girl admitted for repair of congenital abnormality

of the hand (code To) : In the morning of her second day, she was

gradually advanced from her bed to the entrance of the ward to

look out into the elevator hall for her mother. It took her 20

minutes and several attempts to get out of her room to reach the

entrance. After she was on her toes to look out, she squatted

down. Her expression showed that she was almost in tears but she

was not crying. She was holding herself tightly. Shortly after

a nurse cautioned her to move out of the doorway, she started to

cry and stated that she wanted to go home with her mother (Change

in behavioral streams).
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2) Moderate gaman: The child exhibits mild effort to control an

emotional reaction to an event while trying to comply with the external

demand or to wait for the fulfillment of his own need.

Example 1

A 4 year old boy admitted for an adenoidectomy (code Sa): During

his admission procedure, a nurse took him and his mother around

the ward to familiarize them with the environment. Before this

incident, he was asked to go with a nurse but refused to do so.

He held his mother’s hand tightly and listened to the nurse’s

explanation without any verbalization. While he was shown around,

his mother explained to him that mother would come to take him

home on Saturday. He did not change his facial expression but

stated that he wanted to go home.

Example 2

A 4 year old girl (Na): On her second day of admission, she was

on her bed alone in the room. She was scheduled to go to surgery

as the second case in the morning. When the observer went in the

room, she asked what the observer was doing. After the observer

explained her reason for being present, the first thing she

mentioned was a concern about when her mother was supposed to

return. She addressed this concern as if talking to herself and

commented, "What is my mother doing now?" She started to talk

about her experience the night before. She continued to talk

about her family and other things she would do at home. She

mentioned her concern about when her mother was coming every few

minutes while she continuously talked to the observer. The

observer was not leading the conversation. She looked intently

whenever a nurse or other personnel came in or went out of the
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3)

room and responded to the crying sound from another room. She

stopped talking whenever a new person entered the room. These

behaviors continued for 90 minutes. Finally, she started to

shout, "Time to go home now. It is time already." When her eyes

met those of the observer, she stated "I thought it was almost

time to go home but really it is not. " She sighed several times,

then started to sleep.

Strong gaman with a struggle between amae and external demand:

The child exhibits a strong effort to control emotional reactions to an

event but there is no compliant behavior:

4)

Example 1

A 5 year old girl (To): On her admission day, she was called to

lunch with the other children in the dining room. She was with

her mother who was at her bedside. She burst into tears but did

not move her position. When her mother asked her to go to the

playroom, she started to walk with her mother. Her face was red

and she tried not to cry but the tears rolled down. When her

mother tried to console her by holding her, she pushed her mother

away •

Example 2

A 4 year old boy (Sa): On his admission day, he was escorted to

lunch with the other children in the dining room by his mother.

When his mother left the dining room, he followed her out into the

hall — His nose and eyes were red. He was holding his mother’s

shirt and stating "no".

Moderate gaman with the struggle between amae and external demand:

The child exhibits a mild effort to control emotional reaction to an

event but there is no compliant behavior.
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5)

Example 1

A 4 year old boy (Sa): On his admission day, a nurse was showing

him around the ward. When his mother showed him into a treatment

room, he resisted going into the room. While he was in the

treatment room, a nurse started to take his clothes off without

asking him to do so himself. He tried to escape from the nurse

but the mother assisted and started to take his clothes off.

Even though his mother said she would help him, Sa tried to get

out of the situation. His facial expression was tense.

Overwhelming gaman: The child looses his/her power to control an

emotional reaction. The child exhibits an emotional outburst, however

there is no compliance for the demands of the situation.

6)

gaman.

Example

A 4 year old girl (Ma), admitted for Perthes' disease: She was

admitted in bed since she was not supposed to stand or walk. The

admitting interview was conducted with her parents at her bedside.

When a physician came to talk with her parents, she was tense and

trying not to look up at the adults (mild gaman). When the

physician started to talk with her, she began to cry and broke off

sye contact by holding a book in front of her face. She stopped

crying after she realized that he would not examine her.

Out of control: This is a situation whereby the child cannot do

He or she cannot control an emotional reaction and exhibits

emotional outbursts. There is no compliance for the demand of the

situation.

Example

A 5 year old girl (To): On the second day after admission while

waiting for surgery, she was awakened from a deep sleep by a nurse
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calling her name. The nurse lowered the bed rails and carried her

away to the treatment room. Because she was awakened suddenly and

the nurses movements were abrupt, she cried out saying, "Mother

didn’t come."

They went into the treatment room. (To) was placed on the

treatment table for a preoperative injection. Two nurses were

present, one to give the shot, the other to restrain the child.

When the nurse was ready to give the shot, she said, "Lay still,

it will be over soon." and with other words of encouragement.

(To) started to cry loudly and resisted with words and movement.

Even after she was back in her bed, she continued to cry loudly

and called for her mother.

7) Latent gaman: There is neither an effort to control emotional

reactions or an outburst of emotions, but the child behaves naturally

and complies with the demands of the situation.

Example

A 4 year old girl (Na): After (Na) and her mother came back from

body measurement on admission day, they went into the playroom.

The mother was repeating her explanation that (Na) had to stay in

the hospital by herself. She nodded while she was trying to find

playthings in the playroom. When her mother told her that she was

leaving, (Na) nodded and answered with "hai hai (yes)." She

looked around the playroom and went to her room.

8) Wagamama (anti-gaman) : There is neither an effort to control

emotional reactions nor an outburst of emotions, but the child is not

able to comply to the demand of the situation.
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Example

A 3 year old boy admitted for orchidopexy (Da) : The child was in

the crib waiting to go to surgery. He was asked to stay quietly

in the crib. However, he was standing on the crib and shouting

and demanding that the other child’s toys be brought to him. When

another child brought him a toy, he threw it and then repeated the

action. When a nurse cautioned him, he smiled but continued doing

the same thing.

9) Not applicable: Although there was a clear change in the

behavioral pattern, the activity did not demand any compliance by the

child and therefore was not appropriate for consideration of coding.

Example

Play time or sleeping.

All incidents of behavioral changes were coded in one of these nine

categories.

Based upon an analysis of these behavioral incidents, a coding

scheme was developed to classify components of gaman within each

situation. The two major components are: awareness and action

(performance). The awareness component is a child's recognition of

his/her need for gaman and understanding of a gaman demanding situation.

It was coded as either present or absent (see Table 1).
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Table 1

Coding Scheme for Nine Behaviors

Behavior/ Action

Gaman Awareness Affective Control Compliance

1. Strong gaman Present Strong Present

2. Moderate gaman Present Moderate Present

3. Strong gaman with

struggle of amae

and external demand Present Strong Absent

4. Moderate gaman with

struggle of amae

and external demand Present Moderate Absent

5. Overwhelming gaman Present Out of control Present

6. Out of Control Present Out of control Absent

7. Latent gaman Present Neutral Present

8. Wagamama (anti-gaman) Absent Neutral Absent

9. Not applicable n/a n/a n/a

The Action (performance) component was divided into two aspects:

effort for affective control and compliance with the need to do gaman.

Effort for affective control was scaled as follows: 1) natural

effort--the child was under control with no visible effort; 2) moderate
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control--the child was under control and exhibited moderate effort at

control; 3) strong control--the child was under control and exhibited

strong affect such as tearing, crying, and quivering; and 4) out of

control--the child was out of control and exhibited hitting, shouting,

and biting behaviors.

Action compliance was classified as either present or absent. The

child was either able to comply with the request or demands of the

situation or able to delay gratification of a personal need, such as

waiting for his mother.

Demographic Characteristics of the Sample

The average age of the 29 children was 51.9 months, and they were

divided equally between boys and girls (see Table 2). Eighteen of the

children were attending kindergarten (62%) while 11 (38%) had not

started. Among the children who did not attend kindergarten or nursery

school, seven were three years old, three were four years old, and one

was five years old. These tendencies are similar to current national

statistics of children in Japan (Nihonsougouaiiku Kenkyuujo, 1989). The

average age of the child’s mother was 34.1 years and 36.8 years for the

father (see Table 2). Approximately two-thirds of the mothers (n=19,

66%) did not work and stayed at home with their children. Most of the

fathers (n=17, 68%) were employed by a company.
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Table 2

Demographic Information on the Sample Children and Their Parents

Children's variables (N = 29)

Mean SD Range

Age (months) 51.9 10.2 36 - 70

Frequency / Percent

Gender

Girls 15 (51%)

Boys 14 (49%)

Kindergarten attended

Yes 18 (62%)

No 11 (38%)

Family's variables

Mean SD Range

Age (years)

Mother 34.1 3. 8 26 - 40

Father 36.8 3.5 31 - 45

Number of

siblings 1. 1 O. 8 0 - 3
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Table 2 (continued)

Frequency / Percent

Mother’s work

None 19 (66%)

Part-time 5 (17%)

Full-time 5 (17%)

Father’s work

Company employed 17 (68%)

Self-employed 5 (20%)

Other 3 (12%)

Results of the Study Questions

Study Question 1

"What are preschooler's behavioral patterns of gaman during

a short hospital stay?"

Frequencies and duration in minutes of gaman incidence are

presented in Table 3. There were 314 separate streams of gaman

behaviors coded with an average duration of 10.3 minutes.
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Table 3

Frequency and Duration in Minutes of Gaman Incidence

Variables l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Total

Frequency 73 95 6 11 36 32 33 1 27 314

Duration 5. 5 13. 5 13. O 3.6 4. 7 10. 1 12.3 3.0 19. 1 10.3

Since strong gaman (1) and moderate gaman (2) differ mainly by

strength of effort to control affect, it was collapsed to indicate gaman

proper (see Table 4). Strong gaman with struggle between amae and

external demand (3) and moderate gaman with struggle between amae and

external demand (4) were combined to represent gaman with amae. Both

overwhelming gaman and out of control behavior indicated losing some

control of affect and were classified as losing gaman. The other three

behavioral streams: latent gaman (7), wagamama (8), and not appropriate

(9) collapsed together as the others. The collapse of identified

categories was convenient for examining larger trends in behavioral

manifestations. The results indicated the 80.6% of observed time was

used with effort. Detailed analysis will be carried out in a discussion

in the next chapter.
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Table 4

Frequency and Percentage of Collapsed Gaman Incidences

Gaman Gaman Losing Others Total

C amae gaman

Frequency 168 17 68 61 314

Percentage 53.5 5.4 21. 7 19.4 100. O

The relationship between gaman incidence and day Of

hospitalization was examined (see Table 5). The pattern of behavioral

distributions were similar during the four days. Strong gaman (1) and

moderate gaman (2) constituted of most of the behavior streams; together

they accounted for 49% of gaman behaviors on the first day and 63% on

the fourth day. Losing some control (i.e., overwhelming gaman) (5), and

out of control (6) categories of behavioral streams were second on the

list. When these categories were combined, they accounted for 11% of

the behaviors on the fourth day and to 28% on the second day. The

latent gaman condition (3) and gaman with amae struggle (4) followed.

Even though the patterns of behavioral distributions were similar

according to the day of hospitalization, strong and moderate gaman

conditions were most evident on the fourth day.
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Table 5

Relationship Between Gaman Incidence and Day of Hospitalization

Variables l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Total (*)

Adms. day 19 25 4 5 9 11 11 O 5 89 (28.3)

Second day 23 32 1 3 16 15 10 O 10 110 (35.0)

Third day 22 25 1 3 9 4 9 O 7 80 (25.5)

Fourth + 9 13 O O 2 2 3 1 5 35 (11.1)

Total 73 95 6 11 36 32 33 1 27 314

Study Question 2

"What are the environmental factors associated with a

preschooler’s exhibition of gaman while hospitalized?"

Specific environmental factors were related to the incidence of

gaman behavior (see Tables 6-12). These factors included: frequency of

gaman behavior by location (Table 6), type of incidents which elicited

a change in the behavioral stream (Table 7), frequency of persons

involved with the child at the time of the behavioral change (Table 8),

the type of behavior performed by others towards the child at the time

of the behavioral change (Table 9), frequency of persons in the room

at the time of the behavioral change not related to the incident (Table

10), and frequency of the environmental conditions at the time of the

behavioral change (Table 12) related to the incident.
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Table 6

Frequency of Gaman Behavior by Location of Observation

Location 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Total ($ )

Child rm. 55 67 5 6 27 18 2O 1 24 223 (71.0)

Hallway 7 4 O 3 2 2 l O 1 20 (6.4)

Playroom 3 10 O 1 1 6 3 O 1 25 (8.0)

Din. Rm. 2 3 l O 2 O 5 O 0 13 (4.1.)

Tx. Rim. 6 8 O O 2 5 3 O 0 24 (7.6)

Consult. Rm. 0 3 O l 1 O 1 O 1 7 (2.2)

Nrs. Stat. O O O O l 1 O O O 2 (0.6)

Total 73 95 6 11 36 32 33 1 27 314
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Table 7

Frequencies of the Type of Incidents which Prompted the Behavior Change

Incidents 2 4 5 6 7 9 Total (%)

Painful tr 1 1 2 3 O O 10 (3.2)

Non-pain 10 O 5 1 1 O 22 (7.0)

Body exp. 4 l 1 1 1 0 12 (3.8)

Restrain 3 O l l l l 8 (2.5)

Separation 1 O 1 2 O O 6 (1.9)

Reunion 3 O 5 4 4 O 22 (7.0)

Admission 7 O 2 3 4 0 19 (6.1)

Group Dine O 1 O O l O 3 (1.0)

Going OR 2 O O l O O 5 (1.6)

Return OR 3 O 1 O O O 7 (2.2)

RN in rm. 14 l O 3 3 1 26 (8.3)

MD in rm. O O 1 O O O 3 (1.0)

Other O O O O O O 2 (0.6)

Nothing 47 7 17 13 18 24 169 (53.8)

Total 95 11 36 32 33 24 31.4
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Table 8

Frequency of Person Involved with the Child at the Time of the

Behavioral Change

Person 1 2 4 5 6 7 9 Total (*)

Mother 12 14 3 9 10 7 1 58 (18.5)

Father l 4 1 6 1 3 1 18 (5.7)

Other fam. 1 O O O l O O 2 (0.6)

Nurse 25 35 3 11 10 10 5 101 (32.2)

Physician 3 l O 2 l O O 7 (2.2)

Hosp. Per. 4 4 O O 1 3 2 14 (4.5)

Other chld. 2 5 1 O 1 l O 10 (3.2)

Other par. 0 O O O O O 1 1 (0.3)

Observer 2 5 1 O l O 1 10 (3.2)

No One 23 27 2 8 6 9 16 93 (29.6)

Total 73 95 11 36 32 33 24 314
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Table 9

Type of Behaviors Performed by others Towards the Child at the Time of

the Behavioral Change

Behavior 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Total (*)

Info give 10 15 1 O 6 12 2 O 3 49 (15.6)

Support 9 14 O 3 8 2 7 O 6 49 (15.6)

Hosp/proced 6 11 O O 6 2 2 O 2 29 (9.2)

Ignored 5 2 O O O l 2 O O 10 (3.2)

Play O 4 1 O O O 5 O 1 11 (3.5)

In/Out Rm. 6 3 l O l 1 3 O O 15 (4.8)

Control 13 17 2 3 5 7 3 O O 50 (15.9)

Other 1 3 O 3 2 1 O O 0 10 (3.2)

Not pres. 23 26 l 2 8 6 9 1 15 91 (29.0)

Total 73 95 6 11 36 32 33 1 27 314
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Table 10

Frequency of Person Who is in the Room but NOT Related to the Incident

Person l 2 5 6 7 9 Total (%)

Mother 25 33 18 22 17 5 132 (42.0)

Other fam. 11 16 10 10 4 2 60 (19. 1)

Nurse 37 62 23 20 22 9 184 (58.6)

Hosp. Per. 10 16 8 3 13 2 52 (16.6)

Other chld. 50 73 25 22 23 25 232 (73.9)

Other mom 8 16 6 6 1 6 45 (14.3)
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Table 11

Comparison of Gaman Performance. As Affected by the Presence and Absence

of other People in the Environment

Gaman Gaman Losing Others Total/*

C aimae gaman

Mother:

present 58 (43.9) 12 (9.1) 40 (30.3) 22 (16. 7) 132 (100.0)

absent 110 (60.4) 5 (2.7) 28 (15.4) 39 (21.4) 182 (100.0)

Other family:

present 27 (45.0) 7 (11.7) 20 (33.3) 6 (10.0) 60 (100.0)

absent 141 (55.5) 10 (4.0) 48 (18.9) 55 (21.7) 254 (100.0)

Nurse:

present 99 (53.8) 11 (6.0) 43 (23.4) 31 (16.8) 184 (100.0)

absent 69 (52.3) 6 (4.6) 25 (19.2) 30 (23.1) 130 (100.0)

Hospital personnel:

present 26 (50.0) O 11 (21.2) 15 (28.8) 52 (100.0)

absent 142 (54.2) 17 (6.5) 57 (21.8) 46 (17.6) 262 (100.0)

Other children:

present 123 (53.0) 13 (5.6) 47 (20.3) 49 (21.1) 232 (100.0)

absent 45 (54.9) 4 (4.9) 21 (25.6) 12 (14.6) 82 (100.0)

Other relations:

present 24 (44.4) 1 (2.2) 12 (26.7) 8 (17.8) 45 (100.0)

absent 144 (53.5) 16 (5.9) 56 (20.8) 53 (19.7) 269 (100.0)

No One:

present 7 (70.0) O 1 (10.0) 2 (20.0) 10 (100.0)
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Table 12

Frequency of Environmental Conditions at the Time of Behavior Chance

Condition l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Total (*)

Quiet 58 78 5 9 30 27 25 1 19 252 (80.0)

Loud 7 6 O 2 2 O 3 O 5 25 (8.0)

Others cry 1 2 O O 2 1 1 O O 7 (2.2)

TV off 4 2 O O O 3 3 O 2 14 (4.5)

TV on loud 1 O O O O O O O O 1 (0.3)

Proced. on

other child O 1 O O O O O O O 1 (0.3)

P. w/ cry l 4 1 O O l 1 O 1 9 (2.9)

Mixed 1 2 O O 2 O O O O 5 (1.6)

Total 73 95 6 11 36 32 33 1 27 314

There were no differences in the patterns of the behavioral

manifestation by location (Table 6). There were also no identifiable

events that prompted specific behavioral patterns (Table 7), and no

identifiable personal involvement for behavioral change (Table 8). If

someone, such as the nurse or mother, was involved with the child at the

time of behavioral change, they were most likely either controlling the

child’s behavior, giving information, or providing support (Table 9).

However, 29.0% of behavioral change was observed when no one was

present. Since most of the children were hospitalized in multiple bed

rooms, other children were frequently present (73.9%). However, a
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specific behavioral pattern did not emerge from the difference of a

person's existence in the environment (Table 10). When patterns of

gaman behavior were examined according to other's presence or absence

status, there were more incidents of losing gaman in the situation when

someone was present than when someone was absent (Table 11). This was

especially true when the person was a close relative. When the mother

and other family members were present, the child was almost twice as

likely to loose gaman as when they were not (30.3% vs. 15.4%; 33.3% vs.

18.9%) while the ratio was the same or reversed when hospital personnel

were present (21.2% vs. 21.8%) or when other children were present

(20.3% vs. 25.6%). Finally, the change of gaman behaviors did not

appear to be triggered by external environmental noise since most of the

behavioral change was observed during quiet periods (Table 12).

Study Question 3

"Are patterns of behavioral streams related to the child's

age, sex, birth order, experience of being away from home,

or cognitive preparation by the parents?"

Patterns of gaman were examined in relationship to selected

demographic variables (see Table 13). In general, 3 and 4 year old

children exhibited more gaman behaviors than did 5 year olds, and boys

and girls were approximately equal in terms of the number of gaman

incidents observed and in the patterns of behavioral distributions.

Other variables such as birth order, experience away from home, and

preparation for hospitalization did not show any significant difference

in behavioral patterns. When a complete and partial presence of

preparation for hospitalization were combined together, there were
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tendencies for the no preparation group to show higher frequencies

(26.9%) than the preparation group (18.5%) in losing gaman behavioral

patterns; (6) and (7) combined.

Table 13

Relationship between Selected Demographic Variables and Gaman

Variables N (5) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Total (*)

Age: 3 yrs 10 (34.5) 27 40 0 4 16 11 19 1 9 127 (40.4)

4 yrs 10 (34.5) 29 35 5 6 17 15 9 O 11 127 (40.4)

5 yrs 9 (31.0) 17 20 l 1 3 6 5 O 7 60 (19. 1)

Sex: boys 14 (48.3) 44 50 1 9 22 17 22 1 12 178 (56.7)

girls 15 (51. 7) 29 45 5 2 14 15 11 O 15 136 (43.3)

Birth order:

1st 14 (48.3) 44 59 l 4 19 16 17 1 14 175 (55.7)

2nd 10 (34.5) 20 23 4 5 14 10 12 O 8 96 (30.6)

3rd 4 (13.7) 8 11 1 l 2 3 4 O 5 35 (11.1)

4th 1 ( 3.4) 1 2 O 1 l 3 O O O 8 (2.5)

Experience away from home:

Yes 6 (27.3) 9 24 O O 5 9 8 1 5 61 (28.5)

No 16 (72. 7) 42 42 2 9 19 15 14 O 10 153 (48.7)

Missing 7
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Table 13 (continued)

Preparation for hospitalization:

Yes 15 (51. 7) 32 50 O 4 13

Sort of 5 (17.2) 13 13 O 2 4

NO 9 (31.0) 28 32 6 5 19

17

13

18

10

15

4

10

147 (46.8)

48 (15.3)

119 (37.9)
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CHAPTER 5

DISCUSSION

The main purpose of this study was to describe the gaman phenomena

in hospitalized preschoolers. The results are discussed in the

following order. First, the identified patterns of gaman behaviors are

described in relation to their theoretical dimensions. The

characteristics of each type of gaman are also discussed in the first

section. In the second section, the contextual and demographic factors

that relate to the patterns of gaman behaviors are described. In the

last section, the conclusions, limitations, and implications of this

study for nursing practice are examined.

Patterns of Gaman Behaviors

Gaman and Coping

From the theoretical orientation, gaman was conceptualized as a

cognitive and affective-behavioral response to stress. Gaman is an

effort to manage an external and/or internal demand perceived by an

individual. Lazarus and Folkman (1984) defined coping as "constantly

changing cognitive and behavioral efforts to manage specific external

and/or internal demands that are appraised as taxing or exceeding the

resources of the person" (p. 141). Their view of coping as a process

has three features. The first is actuality. When a person is coping,

he or she is actually involved in thinking or acting. The second is

known as contextuality (i.e., coping in a context-specific process).

People respond differently within a specific situational demand. The
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third feature is change, since the coping process is a continuous effort

in thought and action that interacts with stress in a specific situation

(Lazarus and Folkman, 1984).

During the observations in this study, it was confirmed that

hospitalization was not a pleasant experience for children. The

children constantly expressed their desire to go home, not wanting to

stay alone in the hospital, and their wish that their mother or someone

would stay with them. The children knew that their wish and the real

situational demands were not congruent. They realized that their wish

could not be fulfilled, and that they did not have any choice but to

stay in the hospital. This situation created a basic condition

requiring children to do gaman. From this observational study, it was

found that gaman was not only a temporal behavioral response, but also

an emotional commitment used in facing environmental demands. Isogai

and Fukushima stated that gaman involves three psychological apparatus:

drive, emotion, and cognition (1987).

While children were in this basic condition of gaman-demanding

hospital situation, they had to face different stressful events that

unfolded over time. The children’s responses (i.e., thought and

action), differed according to each of the events. These behavioral

units represented gaman actions and were grouped in nine different

categories. Since gaman was conceptualized to have both an awareness

component and a performance component, the observed behavioral patterns

were classified by the awareness and performance dimensions into nine

categories (see Table 1 and Table 3). Consequently, seven out of nine

behavioral categories consisted of presence of awareness components

that indicated a sign of willingness to do gaman.
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When children decided to do gaman, they appraised the situation

as not desireable as indicated by such through a negative emotional

response that needed to be controlled. Since most three to four year

old children in this study were at the age of separation and

individuation, they had started to develop their superego (Mahler,

1975). Their level of cognitive development, as well as language

acquisition for communication skills, were still limited to the

preoperative stage of a Piagetian level of cognitive development. When

children realized the power of the environment and their helplessness,

they protected their ego by accepting the situation and choosing not to

protest or challenge the situation (A. Freud, 1985). At the same time,

they knew that their parents (i.e., super-ego) accepted the demands

placed upon them. In order to protect and preserve their ego strength,

they did gaman.

For example, when four year old H was going through his first

post-operative morning, his main concern was to go home. He continually

questioned the nurses to clarify when he could go home. Even though a

nurse who was assigned to H for morning care did not understand his

desire to clarify the discharge date, H persistently questioned the

nurse for 85 minutes. When H realized that he could not go home for

several days, he started to ask the nurses when his mother would come.

The nurse was not specific as to when he might go home and stated that

he could go home when his condition allowed him to do so and when he

started to behave like a good boy. For him, the primary concern of

going home was too vague and too threatening of the result to pursue as

a goal to do gaman. Therefore, he satisfied himself with a more

manageable and realistic goal, that of waiting for his mother to come.
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Another example can be seen in four year old K. K was admitted

for a tons illectomy and tube implantation for serious otitis media. He

was informed by his parents that the surgery would fix his ear.

Specific information about the tonsillectomy was withheld from him.

When he returned from surgery, he complained about his throat pain and

of thirst. At that time, his parents explained he had had a

tonsillectomy with ear tubing. He was irritated and continued to

complain about throat pain and thirst while he was drowsy from his

anesthesia. Before K went to sleep, his parents promised him that they

would stay beside him while he slept. When K became calm and went to

sleep, his parents went out of the room. When he awoke, K found that

his parents were not with him as they had promised. He cried out and

screamed that his parents were cowards and liars. He also shouted about

his thirst. When the investigator asked him whether he wanted an

explanation about where his parents had gone and why he was not allowed

to drink at that time, he calmed down and nodded. After the

investigator explained about his parents, the surgery, the mechanism of

anesthesia, and the reasons he could not be given a drink, he stated,

"If my parents had told me before that I would be having throat surgery,

I could have done gaman." Thus, he had the ability to understand the

situation and the ability to control his behavior if he had been well

informed.

Inadequate information lowered the mobilization of ego strength

in these two examples. In the case of H, clarification of attainable

goals and knowledge of the time span required to do gaman was important

for him to practice gaman. In the case of K, clarification of the

reason for the occurring event was important as well as the time span

of the specific demand. It indicated the importance of goal
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specification to do gaman. Within their limited appraisal and coping

skill, the overall necessity to do gaman was selected by children. They

used many strategies to do gaman such as questioning and clarifying in

the above examples. Some children use fantasy and play activities to

pass the time. Even though children control their emotions, gaman may

be the best alternative to preserve their ego strength within a limited

choice of possible solutions. Therefore, gaman is really a problem

solving style of coping rather than an emotion focus of coping. Gaman

is situation specific coping and is characterized by a goal-directed way

of coping.

Factors for Different Gaman Responses

It seems that there were three factors that determined the

children's different gaman responses. These three factors were: (1) the

ability of the children to control affective responses, (2) the

childrens' evaluation of the situation, and (3) the intensity and nature

of the external demands. However, these three factors can be influenced

by environmental factors and can be influenced by one another. How

these three factors are related to children’s behavioral manifestations

are discussed in the following sections.

Ability of the child and intensity of effort to do qaman. The

first four categories of gaman conditions exhibited the children’s overt

efforts to try to control affective responses (see Table 1, Chapter 4),

even though the first two and the second two conditions were different

in the effort required to comply with a performance component. The

terms strong and moderate were used to indicate a difference in the

intensity required to control the affective responses. The differences

in the intensity seems to be a matter of a transitional change of the
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behaviors. Intensity change occurred mostly as one behavior changed to

another.

When the children were in these four categories of gaman

conditions, their main effort was trying to control the negative

affective responses. Even though the behavioral patterns were different

among these four categories of gaman conditions, the child found the

environment so threatening as to create spontaneous negative emotional

responses. When children are in an adequate environment, their

psychological energy is mobilized in full capacity and they can use

their psychological energy for ego building (Erickson, 1965). Their

strategies to do gaman were limited only to focusing on their

controlling effort when external demands wore out the children's self

control ability. Therefore, they could not use diversion, fantasy, or

other activities effectively.

On the other hand, an apparent effort to maintain gaman was not

present as a neutral behavior for affective control in the latent gaman

condition. The latent gaman condition was observed in 10.5% of the

total observation time (Table 3). However, even for this condition, the

primary concern of the children was to go home or to see the mother or

other family member. Since the children were not able to be absorbed

in play or other activities, the latent gaman condition was different

from the not-applicable condition (9). During the latent gaman

condition, a child was alert for environmental stimuli showing behaviors

such as watchfulness of any person who came into the room. Even though

children in this condition were usually in a rather safe environment

(i.e., in the presence of a parent or of a nurse who was not doing any

harm to the child or situated in their own bed or room), they were

constantly examining the environment for safety. As Lazarus and Folkman
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(1984) stated, the ongoing reappraisal process is part of a coping

process to adapt to constantly changing stimuli and to choose

appropriate coping strategies. However, it seemed that the apparent

adaptive condition was maintained with a provision of some security.

Thus, the apparent intensity of the children's effort to do gaman

depended on the children’s ability to control affective responses. The

ability seemed not to be related to any single demographic or

environmental factor, as indicated by the results. Rather, it depended

on the interaction of the child's internal state within a given

situation.

Evaluation of Environment and Presence of Amae World. The

manifestation of gaman with a struggle of amae and external demand

(Conditions 3 and 4) was apparent when there were paradoxes in the

child’s perception of environmental expectations. In this situation,

amae is used as a common Japanese concept that represents a feeling of

allowing oneself to have an interpersonal dependency on others, and a

desire to have "oneness" with others (Doi, 1971). Amae is accepted by

the society, especially in toddlerhood and preschool aged children.

In Japanese child rearing, the amae relationship is represented by

indulgence as one of the patterns of the mother's behavior towards the

request of the child (Azuma & Kashiwagi, 1981). Even if the mother

refuses the child's wish initially, the mother will give in if the child

persists with its request (Azuma & Kashiwagi, 1981). The child behaves

in this fashion when he or she realizes that the relationship is built

upon the amae relationship. Therefore, the same child would not behave

in the same manner if the environment is unfamiliar or without

indulgence of the amae world.
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Amae includes active behavior to solicit other's indulgence

(Lebra, 1976). With the sufficient development of basic trust and

attachment to a significant other during infancy, the feelings of amae

develop (Isogai and Fukushima, 1987). In the hospital environment,

children used the amae relationship as an auxiliary ego. When the

mother in such an amae relationship was present, the child’s weakened

ego could expand with the strength of the mother. Since the mother was

present, the child could assert himself and face negative feelings in

an overt way. It is a sign of ego strength to feel and protest internal

feelings. The indication of an ability of the child to differentiate

the environment suggests the development of ego structuralization

(Mahler and others, 1975).

In the hospital setting, the child knew that the overall

expectations of the mother and the hospital required it to stay and to

obey the nurse. At the same time, the child knew the mother was a

person with whom she could amae and express her true feelings directly

without gaman in private. The resulting behaviors were a mixture of

showing an effort to control affective responses, but not complying with

the situation at hand. Thus, the child lived with two different

expectations while hospitalized. He or she knew minute differences of

real expectations in the given time between the mother and the hospital

world. The mother provided protective shelter to create a temporal,

safe environment for the child. The first two gaman conditions were

carried out in compliance with the situational demand. For example,

even though the child was manifesting tearing, he did not object to or

resist the nurse’s intervention as she tried to remove his clothes.

Intensity and Nature of the External Demand. Overwhelming gaman

(5) and out of control (6) had a similar feature. In these categories,
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children started to lose affective control. There appeared to be an

accumulation of tension as a result of trying to maintain affective

control. When the level of tension became too much to be contained, the

child started to break down. Seventy-six and seven tenths percent of

the conditions before overwhelming gaman and 72% before out-of-control

were either strong or moderate gaman conditions. In the out of control

condition, the children manifested intense affective reactions that

often contained strong threats and anger. The children became almost

panic stricken.

For example, in code (KU), a 3 year old boy was admitted for

removal of congenital macula. With his mother at his bedside after

surgery, the boy challenged his mother to take him home by saying,

"Let's go home." However, he indicated he was aware that he could not

go home and that he would have to stay in the hospital alone by changing

the subject, asking when his mother was going home and then pleading

with her not to go home. His mother was apprehensive about KU's

challenge and tried to change the subject by discussing different topics

and trying to initiate play with KU. Since KU's effort to clarify the

situation did not work, an uncomfortable situation resulted in which KU

went between strong gaman and moderate gaman for 40 minutes. When KU's

mother started to mention that she was going home, KU's behavior changed

from moderate gaman to strong gaman for a minute and then he began to

cry, an indication of overwhelming gaman. During the overwhelming gaman

phase, he was crying but remained in bed lying down. However, when his

mother left the room, his crying became louder and he tried to get out

of bed.

When the mother as the auxiliary ego for the child is not

functioning adequately, the child cannot shift his/her interest and/or
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activity from the topic that worries him or her most. KU ’8

psychological energy was spent trying to preserve the pseudo-uneventful

situation between mother and KU. If KU did not do gaman, the mother was

apprehensive enough to say she would go home due to KU's behavior.

Object constancy is usually developed in children three years and

older according to Mahler (1975). However, Mahler further stated that

children's responses are still fluid and reversible during the toddler

and preschooler stage, especially when they are in a vulnerable

situation. During this period, the child's time concept of time is not

fully developed. Anxiety of separation from the mother and family,

fear of loss of protection, fear of the cause of illness and

hospitalization, and other responses to hospitalization by the

preschooler is well documented (Petrillo and Sanger, 1980; Garmezy and

Rutter, 1983; Thompson, 1985). The conditions of hospitalization weaken

ego strength to the point of increasing vulnerability of the child

(Murphy and Moriarty, 1976).

Other Conditions. The other two patterns of behavior were not

gaman conditions. They had unique characteristics. The wagamama

condition (8) was a rarely observed behavioral pattern, and appeared

only once during the observation time of this study. Wagamama is a

common Japanese concept that represents the state of a person who is

having his/her own way and not meeting the social expectations in a

given situation. In this condition, a person is not doing any gaman but

rather anti-gaman. Even though a person may be involved with his/her

own play or other activity, the wagamama condition is not the same as

the not applicable condition (9). When wagamama was observed, a child

was not getting along with his environment, but rather was working

against the environmental stream. Therefore, other people involved in
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the situation usually felt uncomfortable and sometimes irritated by the

child’s behavior.

For example, a 3 year old boy (code U), was eating his lunch with

other children in the dining room. U insisted on eating only grapes

which were served as a desert. He started to blow grape seeds at the

other children. When a nurse asked him to stop, he ignored the nurse

and continued his behavior. When the nurse attempted to stop him, he

became angry and ran out of the dining room toward another unit. The

nurse's voice was sharp and there was tension in her voice. After this

episode, an informal meeting was held with the nurse. The nurse

explained that she felt irritated by U's behavior. Another nurse stated

that U was not properly disciplined by his mother. Thus, when a child

was manifesting wagamama behavior, both the child and the nurse tried

to control the situation and this resulted in environmental disharmony.

In the hospital situation, especially with children, the nurse is

usually in charge of situational control. When a nurse feels somebody

else is trying to control the situation, she might feel manipulated,

irritated, and uncomfortable.

The last condition was the not applicable condition (9). For this

condition, children were either engrossed with play-like activities,

concentrating or sleeping. Even though the consequences which lead to

this condition may be related to gaman, when the children were

manifesting this condition, they were no longer considered to be showing

gaman behaviors. When the child's energy level, either physical or

emotional, went down, the child usually went to sleep. For example, a

4 year old girl who was admitted with a diagnosis of dehydration caused

by cyclic vomiting, was physically exhausted and unable to engage in any

activities on the first day of admission.
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Relationship between Contextual and Demographic Factors

with Patterns of Gaman Condition

The empirical results of this study indicated that a single

isolated factor may not exist that depicts a significant pattern

difference in gaman manifestation for preschoolers during

hospitalization. However, the children did manifest behaviors to

control themselves and to balance their internal and external

environment. The first seven categories of gaman conditions occupied

91.1% of the observation units (N=314, see Table 3). More than half of

the time (58.9%), children were doing gaman without losing control

(Table 4). Even when the children's attempt to do gaman was not

successful, children were using energy to assess environmental change

and to control their own responses toward it. The duration of a unit

of behavioral change or pattern of gaman condition varied from one

minute to 93 minutes. The duration was not related to any pattern of

gaman conditions or to the age of the children.

The day's progression of the children's gaman pattern was not

statistically significant. There was no time of day when more incidents

of gaman occurred. However, the losing gaman conditions gradually

decreased over the course of the hospital stay. At the same time, gaman

conditions 1 and 2 had a tendency to increase with the number of days

in the hospital. The latent gaman condition or the not applicable

condition did not show any changes over time. These findings may

indicate that the children can increase their ability to control their

energy expenditure to maintain themselves. This is reasonable since

familiarity of the environment and procedures would provide more ego

building power to the children (Blanck & Blanck, 1979). However, their
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effort to do gaman was still present since the root of the problem

remained until the children were allowed to go home. The effect of

maternal deprivation from long-term hospitalization was the focus of the

study that created the change in patterns of care for hospitalized

children in the United States (Bowlby, 1973; 1979; Rutter, 1972).

Determining the variables to evaluate the effect of short-term

hospitalization varied as indicated in the review of literature.

Studying the effect of the large amounts of time spent trying to

maintain the gaman condition was not the focus of this study. However,

the influence of the constant energy expenditure to maintain a gaman

effort and the emotional strain on the child's health restoration

process would seem to be an issue for further study.

The location and type of procedures for the children at the time

of behavior change were not significantly related to the children's

pattern of gaman behaviors. The children's behavioral changes were not

necessarily triggered by an immediate stimulation. The accumulation of

stimuli, or the lack of it, was related to a gradual change in the

child's interpretation of his environment, and increased the strain on

the children who were trying to balance their ability and the demanding

situation. For example, a three year old girl was waiting in the

playground with her mother to go to surgery. She did not like having

to wait for surgery and was physically uncomfortable as a result of

premedication. She stated suddenly, "I cannot do any more gaman I

don’t like it ! ." There was no particular incident to initiate her

outburst. Therefore, examining temporal and isolated incidents was not

effective in capturing the characteristics that lead to gaman behaviors.

No antecedent incidents were observed for 53.8% of the pattern changes

that occurred.
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The location was not meaningfully related to behavioral change.

The location became meaningful only when combined with certain

procedures and people in the environment.

The personal involvement with the child showed that the nurses

were the ones most associated with the child’s behavioral change (32.2%,

Table 8). However, no one was present for the next highest percentage

(29.6%) of the children's behavioral change. This supports the

statement that the accumulation of environmental stimuli could cause

perceptual differences with the gradual passage of time in the children.

The types of behaviors of the people involved with the children (Table

9) were mostly information giving, supporting, and controlling the

children at the time of a behavior change.

The presence or absence of a person in the environment was

examined for its influence on the patterns of gaman conditions. When

the losing gaman conditions were observed, there was more likely to be

a person present who was close to the child. The tendency was the

reverse in the presence of non-related adults and other children. The

gaman with amae struggle had similar tendencies. The occurrence of

strong and moderate gaman conditions did not show any differences as a

result of the absence or presence of other people. A very slight

reversed tendency was observed in the presence of the mother and other

family members. These findings were congruent with Japanese

interpersonal relationship patterns. When a person has an amae

relationship, he or she will have more of a tendency to be openly

aggressive towards a person. Aggression is tolerated more (Doi, 1961).

The farther the relationship from the direct family, the more formal and

in accordance with social expectations the child's behavioral pattern
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became. Therefore, when a mother was present, the child knew he could

do amae to express his internal tension or anger toward her.

The relationship between demographic variables such as age, sex,

birth order, experience away from home, and preparation for

hospitalization and gaman conditions did not show any pattern

differences. Findings indicated that most of the children were

manifesting gaman and trying to adapt to their social world.

Conclusion

As a result of the findings presented in this study, the following

conclusions can be drawn:

1. Hospitalization without parents creates gaman producing situations

for most children.

2. The manifestation of gaman behavior has patterns that can be

determined by the intensity of the effort to control affect, by

the child's evaluation of the environment, and by the intensity

of the stimuli causing the demand situation. Seven gaman patterns

and two other behavioral patterns were identified and categorized.

3. Intensity of effort for affective control is directly related to

the child's self-control ability. It seems that the manifestation

of gaman behavior is the result of a combination of the child's

internal state and reaction to external stimuli. Gaman behaviors

are not caused by an isolated or single factor.

4. Since gaman occurs as an effort to withhold immediate reaction to

the stimuli, it is difficult to identify a triggering incident

immediately prior to the behavioral change. The accumulated

effect of various incidents in the situation affects the
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children's inner state including the children's perception of

those incidences, and this causes the behavior change.

5. When a child evaluates the situation, the child perceives a

different expectation structure within the situation. Therefore,

the presence of amae world, represented most often by the presence

of the mother, creates a partial gaman behavioral pattern.

6. Among preschoolers, there was no difference in gaman patterns in

terms of age or sex.

Study Limitations

One of the limitations of this study is inherent in naturalistic

observational methodology. Strict predefinition of the variables and

use of recording devices are recommended for quantitative and deductive

observational methods (Irwin and Bushnell, 1984) to insure reliability

of study results. In this study, variables were defined and counted

after several interactive processes of observation and analysis. There

was no environmental control during observation and only one observer

(the investigator) was used throughout this study. Further limitations

related to the exploratory level of the study phenomenon and the

intention to preserve the natural, uncontrolled environment. The

reliability of the observation and analysis was protected by checking

the data with other observers as described in Chapter 3.

The generalizability of the results may be limited. While this

study identified a plausible gaman pattern among Japanese hospitalized

preschoolers, these patterns were identified in a small sample of

surgical patients in a distinctive environment. Even though limited

visiting policies of Children’s Hospital and other pediatric wards are
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still common in Japan, this observational study was carried out in only

one institution. Neither severity nor level of energy expenditure by

the disease conditions was included as variables in this study.

Implications for Nursing Practice and Science

Two important implications for nursing practice can be drawn from

this study. The first is the knowledge gained about the impact of the

passage of time and the children's responses to hospitalization. The

second implication relates to new ideas for nursing intervention with

hospitalized preschoolers. The chapter concludes with recommendations

for future study.

Understanding Children’s Time Passage

Study to understand the hospitalization from a preschooler's

perspective are limited in the field of pediatric nursing. This study

provided information about how children spend their time during

hospitalization. Even though the children in this study went home happy

in the end, all of the children had manifested large amounts of

psychological energy spent as a result of doing gaman during their

hospitalization.

A single, isolated factor for determining patterns of gaman

incidence was not found. The study results suggested that the gaman is

a situation-specific coping style that utilized problem solving

strategies in order to sustain an emotional commitment. Theoretical

verification of gaman as coping (Lazarus & Folkman, 1984; Murphy &

Moriarty, 1976) appeared to be supported by content analysis of the

qualitative data. Children appraised the situation constantly. They
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were alert to environmental stimuli and they were able to distinguish

between safe stimuli and threatening stimuli. Hospital situations were

basically fear provoking environments for the children, partially due

to their developmental state of ego organization (Mahler, 1975).

Another finding of this study deals with the interfactional nature

of children in the hospital situation. In Japanese culture, ill persons

are allowed to use their amae and dependency on other family members

much more than when they are healthy (Lebra, 1976). Doi (1971) had

speculated that there were different functions between individuals who

were considered in "uchi" (the inner circle of family relations) and

those individuals who are considered in "soto" (the outer circle or

stranger relationship) in Japanese interpersonal relationships.

Hospitalized children encounter their primary relation with their mother

and family and also encounter hospital personnel. Therefore, the ill

persons and family members have to take each other's feelings into

consideration especially when they are beneficial in the hospital

situation. Children and family do gaman for the sake of "soto"

relations in the hospital and this is socially adaptive behavior (Doi,

1971; Isogai & Fukushima, 1987; Lebra, 1976). By doing so, gaman will

promote self-image and self-esteem in a social sense. Thus, existence

of several layers of interpersonal structures in the hospital

environment seem to be supported by Doi's work on Japanese relationship

patterns (1971).

Nursing Intervention

Understanding the preschooler's behavior during hospitalization

is essential for nurses. The significance of self-control and

regulation, development of autonomy during toddlerhood and preschool
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years has been discussed in the literature (Erickson, 1965; Kopp, 1976;

Kopp et al., 1983; Mahler et al., 1975). Gaman requires self-control and

an enduring ability to delay gratification (Isogai & Fukushima, 1987).

Since gaman is a valued concept in Japan, viewing responses of children

in hospital environments from the gaman concept enhances cultural

understanding of children's behavior.

Various case studies found in Japanese literature comment on the

children's "non-compliant" behaviors as a lack of discipline or as a

result of amae to the mother. Nursing care based upon these

interpretations of phenomena might lead to more discipline demanding

situations, often keeping mothers from children.

The results from this study indicate that this is not going to

help the child. The study results indicated that the children's gaman

behavior is not determined by an incident immediately before it. The

encounter with nurses accounted for about thirty percent of behavioral

changes in the children observed. This highlights the difficulty that

the nurses face in trying to assess the child's true status. It is

important for nurses to understand the time continuum in caring for the

children.

The children's hospitalization system is generally studied from

the point of view of maternal satisfaction and the role of nursing.

This study indicates that it would also be useful to clarify existing

child conditions in the hospital. This may lead to changes in patterns

of nursing care in Japan.

Recommendations for Future Study

This study was the initial step in clarifying the gaman behaviors

in hospitalized preschoolers. A number of additional studies should be
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performed before going to a factor relating study. These studies

include further analyses of the present data, the continuation of factor

isolating studies, and studies of cross-population characteristics.

This study was carried out deductively to explore the factors

which could relate to gaman behaviors. The children's detailed coping

strategies used for each gaman condition can be further analyzed from

existing data. The content analysis of manifesting behavior can also

be analyzed using verbal behaviors.

Because of the complex nature of gaman behaviors, the grounded

theory approach may be useful to dimensionalize the situation. NO

significant demographic characteristics were found in this study.

However, interpersonal environments seem to have meaning to the child's

gaman condition. A study that focuses more on interpersonal variables

is recommended. The existing differences in interpretation of

environmental demand among the participants in hospitalized children's

care, for the child, the mother, and the nurse needs to be clarified

in relation to the gaman pattern.

Since gaman was strongly related to the emotional commitment of

children and social expectation, gaman related to psychological status

and social support of children needs to be considered. This study

focused on the temporal nature of gaman behavior. The trait nature of

individual gaman pattern may need to be studied in the future.

This study was conducted in one institution. This limits

generalizability of the study findings. It is recommended that the

study be repeated in other settings. In selecting the location, the

nursing care systems needs to be taken into careful consideration.

Maternal presence during children’s hospitalization and nursing

philosophy for childcare create different environments for the children.
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It would be interesting to conduct cross-cultural studies to test the

universality of the gaman phenomena across various cultures when more

specifications of behavior and language are developed.
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APPENDIX C

FINAL CODING OF GAMAN CONDITIONS
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Gaman Conditions

When a continuous tendency of behaviors was observed, it is considered

as constituting gaman cond it ion according to its behavior tendency.
Tempo lary manife station of single behavior is not counted as a
condition.

1. Affective control: It is an effort to control emotional

reaction in overt behaviors.

1) Absent: show an emotional outburst and emotional
breakdown which is an out of child's control

ex. crying with sound, shout ing, hitting,

bitting, collapsing, and like behaviors.

2) Strong control : show strong control effort to
withhold own emotional reaction

ex. muscle tension, quivering, tearing, red nose,
sobbing, low cry, and like behaviors.

3) Moderate control : show mild control effort to
withhold own emotional reaction

ex. change in facial expression, slowness or
rest less of movement, rigidity, monosilable
answering, decrease or absent in verbal response,
without showing category ii) 's behaviors.
Continuous talk of concern.

* If there are both categories 2) and 3)
behaviors, then the child is considered showing
2) beha ivors.

4) Natural control: show no effort to control negative
emotion and behave naturally

ex. no change in facial expression, smile, no
muscle tention, engaging in activity

2. Compliance and/or de lay of gratification

i) Absent: no compliance behavior.

1) The child cannot go through with the expected
behavior without intervet ion from others.

2) Or, in case of the situation which did not
apply for needing compliance, the child
require other's intervention.

ii) Present: effort to comply to the external demand or
wait for his/her full fillment of need.

3) Do without being asked (initiate)
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Gaman

Gaman

Gaman

Gaman

Gaman

Gaman

Gaman

Gaman

condition

condition

condition

condition

condition

condition

condition

condition

| :

Gaman condition 9 :

4) Follow the request or demand when asked
(obedience)

5) Follow when shown to do physically (with
resistance)

6) Can engage in activity without being helped in
the case of the situation which did not

apply for needing compliance.

Affective control (AC) - Strong control
Compliance and/or delay of gratification

AC –

C/DG

AC –

C/DG

AC –

C/DG

AC —

C/DC

AC –

C/DG

AC —

C/DC

AC –

C/DC

(C/DG) — Present

Moderate control

– Present

Strong control
– Absent

Moderate control

– Absent

Absent

— Present

Absent

– Absent

Natural

— Present

Natural

– Absent

Not applicable: When the child is absorbed in
activity and there was no apparant affective control or compliance
demanding situation. When the child is asleep.
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List of Demographic Variables

1. Child identification (# 0.1–29)

2. Child's age (# months)
3. Child's sex (1 − 2)

4. The rapeutic service (1 − 2)

5. Admitting department (1 – 8)

6. Number of days hosp it a lized (#)
7. Number of days observed (#)

8. Observation time (#)

9. Family constitution (1 – 3)
10. Number of sibling (#)

11. Birth order (#)
12. Mother's age (#)
13. Father's age (#)
14. Mother's occupation (1 - 3)
15. Father's occupation (1 – 4)
16. Kindergarden or nus ery experience (1 − 2)
17. Overnight experience (1 − 2)

18. Prehospital preparation for staying over at hospital (1 - 3)
19. Prehospital preparation for purpose of hospitalization (1 - 3)

List of Variables in Event File

1. Event identification (#)

2. Gaman conditions (1 - 7)

3. Child's identification (1–29)

4. Day of hospitalization (#)
5. Duration of gaman condition (#)

Antecedent :

6. Location (1 – 10)

7. Incident (1 – 14)

8. Other's relation (1 - 9)

9. Other's behavior (1 – 10)
Person (s) environment:

10. Mother present at the beginning of event (+,-)
| 1. Other family member (s) preset (+,-)
12. Nurse (s) (+,-)
13. Other hospital personne 1 (+,-)

14. Children (+,-)
15. Other child and his/her mother (+,-)

16. Physical environment (1 - 8)

A. N.

dº),
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Event:

Incidents (14) frequency
17. Possible pain causing treatment (#)
18. Non-painful treatment (#)
19. Non-painful body exposure (#)
20. Restrain and confinement (#)

21. Separation (#)
22. Reunion (#)

23. Admission interview (#)

24. Group dinning (#)
25. Going to surgery (#)
26. Back from surgery (#)
27. Nurse coming in and going out of the room (#)
28. Physician coming in and going out of room (#)
29. Other than above (#)

30. Total number of incidents occured during event (#)
Other's relation (9) frequency
31. Mother (#)

32. Father (#)

33. Other family member (#)
34. Nurse (#)

-

35. Physician (#)
36. Other hospital personnel (#)
37. Other child (#)

38. Other child's parent (#)
39. Observer (#)

40. Other than above (#)

41. Total number of relation encountered during event (#)
Other's behaviors (8) frequency
42. Information act/interaction (#)

43. Supportive act/interaction (#)
44. Hospital related act and procedure (#)
45. Ignore & disapproval (#)
46. Play (#)
47. In & out of room (#)

48. Controlling behaviors (#)
49. Other behaviors (#)
50. Total number of interactions (#)
End event:

51. Other's relation (1 – 10)

* Qº

cº

Nº
A |

() ºf ,



52. Other's behavior (1 - 9)

Person (s) environment
53.

54.

55.

56.

57.

58.

59.

60.

61.

Mother present at the end of event (+,-)
Other family member (s) (+,-)
Nurse (s) (+,-)
Other hospital personnel (+,-)
Child/ren (+,-)
Other child and his/her mother and/or relations (+,-)
Physical environment (1 – 8)
Ga■ nan condition prior to this (1–7)
Ga■ nan condition following to this (1–7)

Verbal behaviors (12)
62.

63.

64.

65.

66.

67.

68.

69.

7O.

7] .

72.

73.

No vocalization

Seeking for help
Protest for emotional security
Statement and question for security
Fantasized statements for security
Protest for physical safety
Statements and questions for safety
Other vocalization with adult

Other vocalization with child

Verbal play

Vocal play
Response to question

139
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APPENDIX E

INTERPRETIVE CODING DOCUMENT
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Coding of Observational Data

I. Ident if ic at ion: Mark code name of each child on the left side corner

of the sheet for ident if ic at ion.

II. The day from admission: Mark the number of the day from the
admission as:

! for

for

for

for

for

for

* When the

count c d as the d

III. Location:
| --

- -

0 -

IV. Time: Time

Mark

W. Inc ident : Th

r)
z - -

me 2 s 11

3 --

4 --

5 --

6 --

7 --

8 --

9 --

admission day
first day
second day

third day
fourth day
fifth day

child went back home for the night, it will not be
ay of hospital stay.

Place of the event took place.

Child's assigned room

Hall way
other hospital room in the unit

Play room

Dinning room
Trc atment room

Consultation room

Floor waiting lobby
Nursing station
0 the r place from above

of observation

the time with 0000 to 2400.

e name of the incident which the observation was made.

Admission interview

Admission procedure (included changing cloth & body
rements)

-

Vital signs measurements
In jection

Suppository
Placement of side rails

Restra in / traction
Group dinning
Bath ing
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10 – Separation from family members (start with mention of
going home or separation by participating member)

| | – Reunion with family members
12 – Going to surgery (started with mention or indication of

going to surgery)
13 – Nurse enters room to approach the child
14 – Nurse enters room in general
15 – Treatment (IV, taking off bandage, checking IV, etc.)
16 — Coming back from surgery (IV inserted to the children)

VI. Child's Behavior: Observed child's behaviors

Describe them according to verbal, affective, or motor behaviors
verbal: anything said by the child, include unclear mumbling, fuss.
affective: described emotional state which include smiling,

laughing, crying, sobbing, rigid, slow movement, facial expressions such
as straight face, blank stare, tight mouth etc.

motor behavior: the child's activities, moving behavior, include
object of behaviors; i. e. going to toilet, coming down from bed, looking
at other child, trying to eat.

VII. Comment: Interpretation, observer's impression, and/or other
■ hC CeS.

VIII. Other's direct behaviors and/or responses to the child:
A. Relationship

l —- Mother

2 —— Father

3 –– Grandmather

4 -- Grandfather

5 –– Aunt

6 —- Nurse

7 --- Floor helper

8 –– Physician
9 -- Other hosptial personnel
10 – Other Child

| | – Observer

12 – Other child's parent

B. Control Strategies
1. Psychological Space
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* Detailed description on the other sheet of paper.

C. Other behaviors
Describe other's behaviors

-

| -- Question: adult initiate for the inquiry.
2 —- Corresponding answers/responses: in regard to the child

behavior (s) proceed adult behaviors.
3 –- Non-corresponding answers/responses: in regard to the

child behavior (s) proceed adult behaviors.
4 –- Information giving
5 –– Non-corresponding information giving
6 —— Recognition and approval of child's behavior
7 –- Encouragement of child's behavior
8 –– Physical support: making a contact with the child with

the purpose of giving a comfort to the child; ex. holding hand, leaning
over, patting, rubbing.

9 -- Nursing function: nursing procedure or treatment which a
nurse act on the child.

10 – No responding (both active ignoring and/or not noticing)
| | – Need further clarification (2/3/83)

12 – Physical assistance or help: in response to the child's
request or in child's need. (2/19/83//3/1/38)

13 - Affirmation ■ i4: making sure that adult expectation is
congruent with that of the child. (3/1/83)

| 4 - Use of force: for the need of the nurse or adult to

accomplish their task. (3/1/33)

15 – Reassuarance º th/Júz j : (3/1/83)

IX. Indirect control: Indirect control strategies of others which

included the other's comment on the child expected behaviors and

encouragement of child gaman and hardship.

X. Environment:
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- -

- *,
A. Person present: Persons who were present in the environment
- -

*O
while the event took place. (Directly or indirectly may associated with º

*-

the child.) sº

-

* , ºf
| —— Mother

cº,
2 —— Father

3 —— Grandmather

4 -- Grandfather

5 –– Aunt

6 -– Nurse/s

7 –- Floor helper

8 –– Physician

9 -- Other hosptial personnel

10 — Child/ren in the room

■ º
| | – Other child and his/her mother and/or relations º s

12 – Other child's mother and /or relations es |
o
- ~

13 – Family's friend A N
dºº,

B. Physical environment
-

l -- Quiet
-

º,
2 -- Talking &/or laughing voice

3 -- Crying

4 -- Televison on

5 –– Procedure on the other child/ren

6 -– Tape or radio on

7 -- High talking, loud laugh, and loud noise

(2/3/88)

Coding for Verbal Behaviors

62. Seeking for help. It included both statement and question asking
other (s) for help and requesting assistance in daily activity in the



63.

64.

65.

66.

67.

68.
69.

70.

7] .

72.

73.

hosptial. Ex.: Can I go bath room? I want to go to bath re-jºº I - º,
need some tea. Can you give me scissors? Hand me a book. I want to ºo
see TV. ..)
Protest for emotional security. It included strong statement of

desire to belong to mother and/or family, fear of being left alone sº * Tº
in the hospital. Ex.: Crying out for mother, shouting the mother º
not to go, demanding the mother to take him home, "I don't want to cº

be here''.
º -

* -

Statement and question for einotional security. It included talking "o.
to other about the family ("my brother was so funny talking like º
that, '' ''we went to Disneyland last summer''), asking about the mother
("she is coming today at 2 O'clock, the mother said she will bring a
toy), clarifying when he/she can go home ("when can I go home?"),
and his/her condition for going home ("two more days and I can go
home'').

Fantasized statements for emotional security. It included
statements which does not have any real rational, wishful thinking,
and make belief situations. Ex. "I can go home, today. My mother

will come and take me home. She will tell doctor to send me home."

Protest for physical safety. It included strong statement regarding
to their bodily harm. Ex. ''Stop it! It hurts! Don't! No--!"
Statements and questions for physical safety. It included the
clarification of the intent of others and situational demand; "what
are you going to do? where are you taking me?'', statement of owny 8 8

condition "my tommy hurts, "' it is alright to take shower here,"
Other vocalization with adult.

Other vocalization with child. ”,
º

Verbal play (soliloquy). º
* *

Vocal play. It included making noise with sound and tongue and º

singing. ■ º
Responses to question ■ is
Total number of verbal responses

-

sº l
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APPENDIX F

CODING DOCUMENT FOR COMPUTER INPUT

(ºn s

2.
^2.

2, 4.
()

^c, |
*

º

■ º
*

-º-
& -Y S

C
cº *

*

*
º
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Coding Document l :
Demographic Data

variable variable

number label (-9 for missing data)

l ID Child's identification

# (Ol–29)

2 AGE Child's age

# (months)

3 SEX Child's sex

! - girl
2 – boy

4 SERV Therapeutic service

1 - surgical
2 - non-surgical

5 ADDEPART Admitting department

1 – Eye
2 – ENT

3 – Medicine

4 – Orthopedic
5 – Plastic surgery
6 — General surgery
7 – Urology
8 – Dermatology

6 HOSPSTAY Number of days hospitalized

#
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OBSDAY

OBSTIME

FAMICON

SIB

BIRORD

MOMAGE

DADAGE

MOMJOB

Number of days observed

Observation time

# (minutes)

Family constitution

l – parents

2 - parents & grandparent (s)
3 - single parent & grandparent

Number of sibling

#

Birth order

#

Mother's age

#

Father's age

Mother's occupation

1 – no outside job
2 – part time job
3 – full time job
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19

variable

■ humber

DADJOB

KINU

OVERNT

PREPSTAY

PREPPURP

variable

label

Father's occupation

| – private office worker
public office worker
self-employed-

others

Kindergarden or nursery experience

| — +

2 – —

Eeperience in staying overnight

| — +

2 — —

Preparation made for hospital
stay before hospitalization

| — +

2 - vaguley +
3 — —

Preparation made for purpose of
hospitalization

| — +

2 — vaguly +
3 — —

Coding Document 2:

Event Data

(–9 for missing data)

EVENTID Event identification

* A lº

0. º }. *

>
º

O.
o
º

º

■ º
~

Y ºº
C

&
*º

- cº

Q)??

Li F
*,

* ,
ºf* ,T *.

º Q- *

4
*

•
Sº

sº
sº
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\

GA.MAN

ID

HOSDAY

DURATION

ANTELOC

Gaman conditions

l

Child's identification

#

Day

l

-

Duration of gaman condition

#

-

gama■ h

gaman

ga■ man

ga■ man

gaman

gaman

gama■ )

gaman

condition

condition

condition

condition

condition

condition

condition

condition

not applicable

of hospital admission

admission day
second day
third day
fourth day
fifth day
sixth day

Location

-

Child's assigned room
Hall way

Other hospital room in the
Play room
Dinning room
Treatment room

Consultation room

Floor waiting lobby

unit
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- -
7 (N.

9 – Nursing station ..Y.
10 – Other place from above *

º

Sº

ANTEINCI Incident at the beginning of event * º

cº
1 – Possible pain causing treatment

2 - Non-painful hospital related treatment
and routine

- Non-painful body exposure
– Restrain and confinement

– Separation
– Reunion

Admission interview

- Group dinning
– Going to surgery

-

| – Back from surgery
l l Nurse coming in and going out of room

2 - Physician coming in and going out of

ITOO■ m Q
13 – Other than above

-

14 – Nothing wº

ANTERELA Other's relation to the child *.

l Mother

– Father ().

– Other family members
- Nurse

– Physician
Other hosptial personnel ■ º

– Other Child sº
- Other child's parent

– Observer c),

-

- None present

ANTEOBEH Other's behavior to the child I

1 — Information act/interaction 4

2 – Supportive act/interaction
3 - Hospital related art/interaction

-
~
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ANVE—

|O

- Ignore & disapproval
– Play
– In & Out of room

Controlling behaviors
- Other behaviors

-

— Not present

Person (s) present in the environment at the onset of
eve■ ) t

ANVEMOM

ANVEFAM

ANVENURS

ANVEHOSP

ANVEKID

ANVEPARE

MOther

| — +

2 — —

Other family member (s) and/or relation (s)

l — —H·

2
- -

Nurse/s

| — 4

2
- -

Other hosptial personnel

| – +

2 — —

Child/ren

| — +

2 — —

Other child and his/her mother and/or

relations

L!
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Event:

Incidents (14)
| 7

2O

2]

22

ANENVPHY

PAIN

NONPAIN

NONPBODY

R&C

SEPARAT

REUNION

Physical environment at the onset of event

| - None remarkable noise level

2 - High talking, loud laugh, and/or loud
noise

3 - Crying
4 - Television, tape, or radio on with

nonremarkble noise level

5 - Television, tape, or radio on with loud

noise
-

6 – Procedure on the other child/ren with

crying
7 – Procedure on the other child/ren without

crying
8 – Mixture of 2–7

frequency

Possible pain causing treatment

#

Non-painful treatment

#

Non-painful body exposure

Restrain and confinement

#

Separation

Reunion
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23

24

25

26

27

28

29

3O

AEINT

GD

TOSURG

FRONASURG

NURSIO

DRIO

OTHER

TOTALINC

Other's relation (9)

3 l RMOM

f;

Admission interview

#

Group dinning

Going to surgery

#

#

Back from surgery

Nurse coming in and going out of the room

fr

Physician coming in and going out of room

#

Other than above

#

Total number of incidents occured during
eVe■ ) t

#

frequency
Mother
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32

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

40

4 |

RDAD

RFAM

RNURS

RDR

RHOSP

RCHILD

RPARTE

ROBSERVE

ROTHER

RTOTAL

Father

#

Other family member

Physician

#

Other hospital personnel

#

Other child

Other child's parent

#

Observer

Other than above

Total number of relation encountered during
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Other's behaviors (8)
42

43

44

45

46

47

48

49

50

OBINFO

OBSUPPORT

OBPROCED

OBDISAPP

OBPLAY

OBINOUT

OBCONT

OBOTHER

OBTOTAL

eve■ , t

#

frequency
Information act/interaction

#

Supportive act/interaction

#

Hospital related act and procedure

#

Ignore & disapproval

#

Play

In & out of room

#

Controlling behaviors

Other behaviors

#

Total number of interactions
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End event:

5 POSTRELA Other's relation at the end of the event

! — Mother

2 – Father

3 – Other family members
4 – Nurse

5 – Physician
6 - Other hosptial personnel
7 – Other Child

8 – Other child's parent
9 – Observer

10 – None present

52 POSTOBEH Other's behavior to the child

| – Information act/interaction

2 - Supportive act/interaction
3 - Hospital related act/interaction
4 - Ignore & disapproval
5 – Play
6 – In & Out of room

7 – Controlling behaviors
8 – Other behaviors

9 – Not present

POWE— Person (s) present in the environment at the end of event

53 POVEMOM MOther

| – +

2 – —

54 POVEFAM Other family member (s) and/or relation (s)

| – +

2 — —

5S POVENURS Nurse/s
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56

57

58

59

60

POVEHOSP

POVEKID

POVEPARE

POENVPHY

MAEGAMAN

| — 4

2 – —

Other hosptial personnel

| – +

2 — —

Child/ren

| – +

2 — —

Other child and his/her mother and/or

relations

| – +

2 – —

Physical environment at the end of event

! - None remarkable noise level

2 - High talking, loud laugh, and/or loud
noise

--

3 - Crying

4 - Television, tape, or radio on with
nonremarkable noise level

5 – Television, tape, or radio on with loud
noise

6 – Procedure on the other child/ren with

crying
7 – Procedure on the other child/ren without

crying
8 – Mixture of 2–7

Gaman condition prior to this one

| – gaman condition
2 - gaman condition 2

º
4

º
****

*-*

~ >
AT&

cº

º,
º,

º,
*...*.

t

■ º
~

■ sº
C

cº
s cº

* * ,
º * * !.

*~

LI
J.

•o
+2,

T ''',
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6 |

62

63

64

65

66

ATOGAMAN

VERBSEEK

VERBPROS

VERBSECU

VERBFANT

VERBPROY

3 - gaman

4 - gaman

5 - gaman
6 - gaman

7 – gaman
8 – gaman
9

Gaman condition next to this one

gaman

– ga■ man

- gaman

– ga■ man

- gaman

gama■ h

– gaman

– gaman

-

condition

condition

condition

condition

condition

condition

– not applicable

condition

condition

condition

condition

condition

condition

condition

condition

– not applicable

Seeking for help

#

Protest for emotional security

#

Statement and question for emotional
security

#

Fantasized statemetns for emotional security

#

Protest for physical safety

#

l
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67

68.

69

7O

7]

72

73

VERBSAFE

VERBADUT

VERBCHID

VERBPLAY

VOCAPLAY

VERBANSW

VERBTOTL

Statement and question for physical safety

Other vocalizaiton with adult

#

Other vocalization with child

#

Verbal play

Vocal play

#

Response to the question

#

Total number of verbal responses
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APPENDIX G

FACT SHEET
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( ); y m; F - M Summary Note º
CHILD'S CONCERN / THEME OF THE DAY INCIDENTS :-

- -
*S

1 2 3 4 _º
5 6 7 8 * Q

9 10 l l l 2 tºº.
| 3 || 4 || 5 || 6

17 18 l9 20 º,
BEHAVIOR PATTERN EGO STRENGTH º

*2.

ºº

º
* Q.

OTHER'S BEHAWIOR CHARACTERISTICS -
zº,

º,

■ o
Y sº

PREHOSPITAL PREPARATION MATERNAL MATURATION sº
|. > cº

|-
º

-
*-

Family: EN; # ( ); Sibling constitution ( ); Birth Order ( ) º,

Father's Age ( ); Occupation ( ) Mother's Age ( ); Occupation ( ) nº
Experience in Kindergarden or Nursery (+,-) Experience in night out (+,-) ~, ***

Observed crying ( ); nausea &/or vomiting ( ) º
Bed wetting ( ) Character ( ) º

º
sº

sº
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